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ABSTRACT
Protein misfolding caused by environmental stress can be damaging to a cell and it
has been linked to many human diseases. Cells contend with misfolded proteins by
employing an arsenal of protein quality control mechanisms (PQC). One PQC mechanism
that aids in destroying misfolded and damaged proteins is the ubiquitin proteasome system
(UPS). PQC mechanisms have been observed in the cytosol, endoplasmic reticulum, and
mitochondria. However, little information is known about the PQC mechanisms in the
nucleus. The nucleus has been suggested to be a site of protein degradation based on
ubiquitin and proteasome localization in the nucleus under normal conditions.

The

research in this dissertation aims to understand how nuclear UPS is involved in
environmental stress in C. elegans. Results from this study have shown that ubiquitin,
proteasome, and TIA-1/TIAL RNA binding protein homolog (TIAR-2) localize into
distinct structures termed stress induced nuclear granules (SINGs) in response to osmotic
stress, oxidative stress, and starvation.

SINGs were found to be enriched in K48

polyubiquitin chains and their formation was inhibited by proteasome inhibitors, which
indicates SINGs being sites of protein degradation. Knockdown of ubiquitin conjugating
enzymes ubc-18, ubc-20, and ubc-22 decreased the appearance of SINGs during stress,
which indicates they are part of the pathway leading to SING formation. Similar results
were seen with knockdown of the ubiquitin ligase chn-1 and nuclear import factors ima-1,
ran-1, and smo-1.

The formation of SINGs can be inhibited by a brief exposure to heat

shock, which was found to be HSF-1 dependent. This finding suggests that increased
chaperone expression is able to prevent SINGs. In addition, this experiment indicates that
iii

the accumulation of misfolded proteins is required to induce SING formation. Embryos
containing SINGs are unable to complete cell division suggesting that SINGs interfere with
cell cycle progression. These results suggest a model in which the UPS is triggered in
response to misfolded proteins in the nucleus.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Introduction
Approximately 15% of the United States population is affected by infertility or
impaired fecundity (Agarwal et al., 2008).

Infertility can be linked to genetic and

environmental factors, such as oxidative stress and starvation. Therefore, understanding
how environmental stress exposure affects the organism as a whole and at a cellular level
is important for preventing or treating infertility. Environmental stress is known to induce
protein misfolding. When a protein becomes unfolded or partially unfolded it becomes
structurally unstable and can aggregate with other proteins and interfere with normal
cellular functions (Shibata and Morimoto, 2014). Accumulation of unfolded or damaged
proteins may occur if the generation of those proteins is increased or if the ubiquitin
proteasome system (UPS) is impaired (Huang and Chen, 2009). The accumulation of
damaged proteins is a hallmark for cellular damage (Manetto et al., 1988).
A constant buildup of misfolded proteins is detrimental to the cell; therefore, the
cell has evolved various protein quality control (PQC) mechanisms to correct, eliminate,
or sequester misfolded proteins. One pathway that aids in clearing these damaged proteins
is the UPS.

The UPS is a pathway in which the 76 amino acid (8.5 kDa) polypeptide

ubiquitin undergoes a series of three steps to be transferred onto a substrate that needs to
be removed. Once a substrate is tagged by a polyubiquitin chain, a holoenzyme called
proteasome recognizes the tag and destroys the substrate (Frankland-Searby and Bhaumik,
2012). The UPS has been well studied in the cytosol and evidence suggests that the system
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plays a role in the nucleus (Nielsen et al., 2014). The background information to support
this will be introduced by reviewing current knowledge of the UPS and compartmentspecific mechanisms of PQC. Lastly, project objectives and summary will discussed.

1.2 Ubiquitin Proteasome System
1.2.1 Ubiquitin
Ubiquitin is a 76 amino acid polypeptide protein that is best known for its ability to
target proteins for degradation by the 26S proteasome. It is also known to play key roles
in DNA repair, endosomal sorting, signal translocation, protein-protein interactions, and
autophagy (Wilkinson, 2005). This protein is highly conserved amongst eukaryotes. For
instance, ubiquitin in Caenorhabditis elegans differs by one amino acid in Homo sapiens
and three amino acids in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Ubiquitin is characterized by having
a β-grasp fold, seven lysine residues, and a diglycine at the C-terminal end of its sequence
that is used when adding ubiquitin to proteins to evoke a specific event (Kraulis, 1991). In
order for ubiquitin to be added to a protein three distinct enzymatic activities are needed
called activation, conjugation, and ligation (Figure 1.1).
ubiquitination.

This process is known as
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Figure 1.1: The Ubiquitin Pathway
Ubiquitin undergoes a series of three steps to be transferred onto a substrate that needs to
be removed or relocated. First, ubiquitin must be bound to both ATP and to the ubiquitin
activating enzyme (E1). The next step involves transfer of ubiquitin to the ubiquitin
conjugating enzyme (E2). Generally, the E2 will from a complex with the ubiquitin ligase
(E3) that recruits the substrate. Ubiquitin is then transferred over from the E2 to the
substrate. This process can be repeated several times in order to form a polyubiquitin chain.

1.2.2 Ubiquitination
Ubiquitination is initiated by the binding of ATP to the ubiquitin activating enzyme
(E1) that hydrolyzes ATP. E1 then adenylates the glycine of the C-terminal residue of
ubiquitin and forms a thioester bond. The ubiquitin conjugating enzyme (E2) catalyzes the
transfer of ubiquitin from the E1 to itself by transthiolation. The last step of ubiquitination
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is mediated by the ubiquitin ligating enzyme (E3) that facilitates the transfer of ubiquitin
from the E2 enzyme to the substrate (Figure 1.1). This reaction results in an isopeptide
bond between the C-terminal glycine (Glycine 76) of ubiquitin and the epsilon amino group
of the lysine on the target substrate (Ciechanover et al., 1982; Hershko et al., 1983).
1.2.3 Ubiquitinating Enzymes
1.2.3.1 Ubiquitin Activating Enzymes (E1)
E1s are ~100 kDa proteins that contain a Gly-X-Gly-X-X-Gly nucleotide-binding
sequence that allows it to catalyze ubiquitin activation (McGrath et al., 1991). The function
of E1 is to activate the C-terminus of ubiquitin by two reactions. The first reaction induces
formation of an ubiquitin-adenylate intermediate. The next step involves a reaction
between the intermediate formed and the cysteine residue from the E1 that results in an E1ubiquitin thiol ester (Lake et al., 2001). In comparison to the other ubiquitin enzymes,
there are fewer E1 enzymes. H. sapiens are known to have seven genes that encode E1s
(UBA1-7), whereas, D. melanogaster and C. elegans has been reported to only have one
E1 encoding gene (Uba1 and uba-1) (Kulkarni and Smith, 2008; Pelzer et al., 2007; Watts
et al., 2003) (Figure 1.1).
1.2.3.2 Ubiquitin Conjugating Enzymes (E2)
The second step of ubiquitination facilitates the transfer of ubiquitin from the E1 to
the E2. The most prominent feature of E2s is the UBC domain. This region contains a
centrally located cysteine residue that is essential in forming the thiolester bond between
ubiquitin and E2 that aids in transferring ubiquitin from the E1 cysteine to the E2 cysteine
(Bang et al., 2009). Another feature of this enzyme is the N-terminal motif that is rich in
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basic residues. This motif is thought to function in E1 binding. In general, E2s are classified
into four distinct classes (Class I-IV). Class I E2s contain a ~ 150 aa UBC domain, Class
II E2s house the UBC domain with COOH extensions, Class III E2s contain the UBC
domain and NH2 extensions, and Class IV E2s have the UBC domain and both types of
extensions (Lake et al., 2001). E2s are more abundant than E1s with 37 E2 enzymes in H.
sapiens and 24 in C. elegans (Stewart et al., 2016). Once ubiquitin is conjugated to the E2,
it is transferred to the substrate by an E3 interaction that is dependent on the specific E3
utilized.
1.2.3.3 Ubiquitin Ligating Enzymes (E3)
Of the three steps of ubiquitination, E3s provide the highest level of substrate
specificity provided by the specific type and multitude of E3 enzymes. In H. sapiens, there
are greater than one thousand E3 enzymes that have been identified. They are classified
into five families that include Homologuous to the E6-AP Carboxyl Terminus (HECT),
RING-finger (Really Interesting New Gene), RING-in-Between-RING (RBR), U-box, and
PHD-finger (Plant homeodomain).

Each family of E3s participate in the transfer of

ubiquitin to the substrate but vary in the mechanism of how they are transferred.
Some E3s can transfer ubiquitin directly to the substrate. For example, the HECT
E3 family contain two connected lobes (C-and N-terminal lobes) that function to bring the
E2 and the E3 in close proximity in order to transfer E2 bound ubiquitin over to the E3 and
then to the specific substrate (Kumar et al., 1997) (Figure 1.2A).
Other E3s facilitate the transfer of ubiquitin from the E2 to the substrate by bringing
the two closer. This type of activity is seen with the RING-finger family E3s. These
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enzymes contain a zinc coordinating domain that houses a series of cysteine and histidine
residues. This domain has been identified in the transfer of E2-dependent ubiquitination
(Lorick et al., 1999). These E3 enzymes function as a scaffold to decrease the distance
between the E2 and the substrate (Figure 1.2B). Once the enzyme brings these two closer,
ubiquitin is directly transferred from the E2 to the substrate.
RBR E3s structural arrangement is composed of RING1-in-between-RING2
domains and share similarities with RING/HECT E3s. Examples of RBRs include Parkin
and Human Homolog of Drosophila Ariadne-1 (HHARI). In the case of RBR E3s, the
RING1 domain is responsible for recruiting and binding the E2-Ub complex. Ubiquitin
from the E2 is then transferred to the RING2 on the E3 ligase (Streich and Lima, 2014).
Once on the RING2, ubiquitin is transferred over from the E3 to the substrate (Bielskienė
et al., 2015). The process of adding ubiquitin is different for each substrate, and this
specificity is provided by the E3s. The enzymatic reaction of transferring ubiquitin to a
substrate can be performed once or multiple times to produce a chain of ubiquitin
molecules on the substrate.
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Figure 1.2: Activity of RING and HECT E3s
(A) RING finger domains function as a scaffold to enable the transfer of ubiquitin over to
a substrate. (B) HECT domain E3s form a catalytic intermediate with ubiquitin to aid in
the transfer of ubiquitin to the substrate.

1.2.4 Modes of Ubiquitination
There are three forms of ubiquitination: monoubiquitnation, multiubiquitination,
and polyubiqitination. Monoubiquitination is the addition of a single ubiquitin molecule
to a substrate (Figure 1.3A). This is often seen during endocytosis, membrane trafficking,
and viral budding (Miranda and Sorkin, 2007). Multiubiquitination is the addition of a
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single ubiquitin molecule to more than one lysine. Polyubiquitination is where multiple
ubiquitin molecules are attached to a substrate as a chain (Figure 1.3A).
Ubiquitin has seven lysine (K) residues and an N-terminal methionine (M) that can
be used for adding multiple ubiquitin molecules to a substrate. Depending on the identity
of the seven lysine residues or methionine that is used will determine the type of
polyubiquitin chain that is formed. The seven lysine residues are: lysine 6 (K6), lysine 11
(K11), lysine 27 (K27), lysine 29 (K29), lysine 33 (K33), lysine 48 (K48), and lysine 63
(K63). In addition to the lysine residues, the N-terminal methionine (M1) of ubiquitin can
also participate in polyubiquitination. Two well characterized polypeptide chains are K48
and K63, where K48 chains typically lead to proteasomal degradation and K63 chains
mediates endocytosis, Nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-κB) function, trafficking of proteins to
aggresomes amongst other functions (Figure 1.3B) (Eddins et al., 2006; Nathan et al., 2013;
Rodrigo-Brenni et al., 2010). Other atypical chains that are associated with proteasomal
degradation include K6, K11, K27, and K29 (Ikeda and Dikic, 2008). Targeting a protein
with a small post-translational modifier to invoke a particular response has been wellcharacterized with ubiquitin, but there are other proteins that act in a similar way. These
proteins are called ubiquitin-like proteins (UBLs).
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Figure 1.3: Ubiquitination
(A) This diagram represents two out of the three types of ubiquitination.
Monoubiquitination is the addition of a single ubiquitin molecule to a substrate.
Polyubiquitination is the addition of multiple ubiquitin molecules in a chain like fashion.
(B) Two well characterized polyubiquitin chain types are K48 and K63 chains. K63 chains
are known to be involvemed in autophagy. K48 chains are known to signal the proteasome
for degradation.
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1.2.5 Ubiquitin-like Proteins (UBLs)
UBL proteins contain a β-grasp fold and is structurally similar to ubiquitin. These
proteins function by modifying a substrate through a series of three enzymatic steps that
are closely related to the mechanism of ubiquitination (Herrmann et al., 2007). UBLs
include SUMO (small ubiquitin-like modifier), NEDD8, ATG8, ATG12, UBL5, ISG15,
and URM1. These proteins to play key roles in various cellular processes.
SUMO has been reported to be involved in nuclear transport, apoptosis,
transcription, response to stress, and even required for cell cycle progression (Hong et al.,
2001; Schimmel et al., 2014). Numerous nuclear proteins involved in signaling pathways
such as cytokines, transcription, and DNA repair are known targets of this posttranslational
modification. This modifier also regulates nuclear import. Evidence for this is based on
the observation that RanGAP, a small GTPase that is involved in nuclear import, has been
shown to interact more with a nuclear pore component (RanBP2) when it is sumoylated.
Additionally, SUMO modification of proteins can lead to nuclear import. One example is
seen where NF-κB essential modifier (NEMO), an IκB kinase regulator, is localized to the
nucleus after being sumoylated (Huang et al., 2003). SUMO has also been linked to the
localization of Promyelocytic Leukemia (PML) protein, a tumor suppressor protein, and
other SUMO-modified proteins to PML nuclear bodies (Zhong et al., 2000). This UBL
protein also plays an indirect role in protein degradation by recruiting special E3 ligases
that ubiquitinate the polysumoylated protein to target it for degradation by the 26S
proteasome (Hagen et al., 2010).
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1.2.6 26S Proteasome
Once a substrate is tagged by a polyubiquitin chain of four or more ubiquitin
proteins, the proteasome recognizes the ubiquitin tag and degrades the substrate
(Frankland-Searby and Bhaumik, 2012). Proteasome subunits and their structure are well
conserved amongst eukaryotes. The 26S proteasome is holoenzyme made up of one or two
19S regulatory caps and a 20S catalytic core (Figure 1.4A). The 19S cap consists of 19
proteins that are arranged as a base that binds to the 20S proteasome, and a lid that is
comprised of 9 non-ATPase subunits. The function of the lid is to remove the ubiquitin
molecules from substrates. This process of removing and recycling ubiquitin is performed
by the Rpn11, a lid subunit (Tanaka, 2009). Once the polyubiquitin chain is cleaved, other
deubiquitinating enzymes (DUBs) that are associated with the base further cleave this chain
into monomeric ubiquitin molecules (Tanaka, 2009). The function of the 19S cap is to
allow substrates to enter the 20S core to be degraded. The process of opening the lid is
ATP-dependent.
Standard or constitutive proteasomes have a 20S catalytic core that contains four
ring structures, which include two α-rings and two β-rings that are both compromised of 7
subunits. Each β-ring has three distinct proteolytic activities. The chymotrypsin-like
activity (β5) cleaves peptide bonds that follow hydrophobic residues. The trypsin-like
activity (β2) cleaves bonds after basic residues, and caspase-like or petidylglutamylpeptide hydrolyzing activity (β1) cleaves after acidic residues (Figure 1.4B) (Dick et al.,
1997). These three proteolytic activities enables this holoenzyme to degrade a wide range
of substrates in an ATP-dependent manner. These substrates are degraded into 7 - 8 amino
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acid polypeptides (Figure 1.4C). These polypeptides are further broken down by other
enzymes and used in protein synthesis. There is diversity in the type of proteasomes. For
instance, in vertebrates, there are more than 7 subunits (β1i, β2i, β5i) that are similar to
other β subunits in the 20S. These β subunits are induced by microbial infections and
interferon gamma (IFN-γ). These proteasomes that expresses these different subunits are
referred to as immunoproteasomes. These proteasomes aid in regulating proinflammatory
cytokine products, activate NF-κB pathway, and oxidative stress response (Tanaka, 2009).
The 26S proteasome normally appears in its assembled state. However, there are
instances where the 26S proteasome dissociates into separate 19S cap and 20S core. For
instance, oxidative stress has been shown to increase the disassembly of the 26S
proteasome into independent 19S and 20S components (Wang et al., 2010).

26S

disassembly is also observed in cases of low cellular NADH/NAD+ and in cases of ATP
deficiency when combined with mitochondrial impairment (Huang et al., 2013; Tsvetkov
et al., 2014). The 26S proteasome can be found evenly distributed throughout the cytosol
and nucleus in mammals and S. cerevisiae.

The UPS is active in degrading misfolded

proteins in the cytosol from different cell compartments.
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Figure 1.4: Ubiquitin Proteasome Pathway
(A) The 26S proteasome consists of both a 19S regulatory cap and a 20S catalytic core.
(B) The core contains three subunits (β1, β2, and β5) that are responsible for the proteolytic
activity required to cleave a substrate. (C) After a substrate has been polyubiquitinated, the
26S proteasome deubiqutinates ubiquitin molecules, unfolds, and degrades the substrate.
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1.3 Compartment-Specific Mechanisms of Protein Quality Control
1.3.1 Areas of Protein Quality Control
Well-characterized areas of PQC in the cell include the cytosol, endoplasmic
reticulum (ER), and mitochondria. Recently, studies have suggested that the nucleus is also
a site of PQC. These areas of PQC have unique pathways for degrading or processing
misfolded proteins. The cytosol, ER, and the mitochondria utilize both chaperone proteins
and the UPS to process misfolded proteins (Amm et al., 2014). Chaperones function to
recognize exposed hydrophobic patches on proteins and work to refold them back to their
native state. If the protein is unable to fold that is targeted by the UPS for degradation
(Bukau et al., 2006). Some misfolded proteins can be targeted by the chaperone itself for
degradation. Those proteins are first identified by the chaperone, Hsp70 or Hsp90. If the
chaperones are unable to fold the protein, CHIP (C-terminus of HSP70 Interacting Protein),
a co-chaperone and an E3 ligase ubiquitinates Hsp90 and Hsp70 clients for proteasomal
degradation. This co-chaperone is mainly concentrated in the cytoplasm and some in the
nucleus under normal conditions, but is known to localize to the nucleus during different
physiological states like heat shock (Gill, 2004a). CHIP is known to form different
polyubiquitin chain types (K6, K11, K48, and K63) (Ikeda and Dikic, 2008). Chaperones
and the UPS components are also detected in the nuclei of cells suggesting that similar
PQC mechanisms are employed in this region of the cell (Shibata and Morimoto, 2014).
1.3.2 Nuclear Protein Quality Control
Recent studies have placed the UPS in the nucleus, which alludes to the concept of
nuclear PQC (Mikecz, 2006; Nielsen et al., 2014). Supporting evidence includes nuclear
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localization of the UPS and other PQC components, the characterization of nuclear
proteolytic pathways in S. cerevisiae, and the localization of proteasome to known nuclear
bodies.
1.3.3 Nuclear Localization of the UPS and Other Protein Quality Control
Components
In both S. cerevisiae and mammalian cells, ubiquitin and 26S proteasome localize
to the nucleus under normal conditions suggesting that the UPS functions in the nucleus
(Mikecz, 2006). Studies in S. cerevisiae have characterized a nuclear proteolytic pathway.
Experiments show that misfolded nuclear proteins are subjected to polyubiquitination by
E3 ligases (San1, Slx-5-Slx8, and Doa10). San1 has also been reported to ubiquitinate
misfolded cytoplasmic proteins that have been targeted to the nucleus for degradation
(Heck et al., 2010). Currently, this pathway appears to unique to S. cerevisiae.
Chaperones (Hsp70, Hsp90, sHSPs) are imported into the nucleus under various
conditions including acute exposure to stressors, such as heat shock. Certain chaperones
are also found to be imported into the nucleus during G1 cell cycle phase (Shibata and
Morimoto, 2014). However, the role that these chaperones play in the nucleus is not well
understood. SUMO and CHIP can also become enriched in the nuclear compartment and
are suggested to play a role in nuclear PQC. Studies in S. cerevisiae showed that CHIP
plays a nuclear role by targeting signaling and misfolded proteins in nucleus for
degradation (Nielsen et al., 2014). Experiments using heat shock and proteasome inhibitor
treatment on S. cerevisiae showed high molecular weight SUMO conjugates that
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accumulated in the nucleus (Tatham et al., 2011). This suggests that SUMO has a role in
PQC.
1.3.4 Localization of Proteasome to Known Nuclear Bodies
The nuclei of various cultured cells and model organisms are known to develop
distinct subnuclear structures under different stress conditions, changes in cell signaling,
and altered metabolic state (Mähl et al., 1989; Sarge et al., 1993). These structures are often
spherical and are most commonly referred to as nuclear bodies (NBs). NBs that form in
response to stress include the following: heat-shock bodies (elevated heat), PML bodies
(oxidative stress), paraspeckles, clastomes (osmotic stress), insulator bodies (osmotic
stress), and nucleoplasmic speckles (Cotto et al., 1997; Everett, 2006; Lafarga et al., 2002;
Schoborg et al., 2013).
Some of the aforementioned NBs contain components of the UPS (Table 1). These
nuclear bodies include PML bodies, clastomes, and insulator bodies. Studies on PML
bodies have shown that the proteasome and misfolded proteins are recruited to the PML
body when cells are infected with a virus (Herpesviridae, Papillomaviridae, and
Adenoviridae). This type of nuclear body is proposed to be a site of protein degradation
(Antón et al., 1999; Dino Rockel and von Mikecz, 2002; Lallemand-Breitenbach and de
Thé, 2010). Clastomes are also thought to be sites of proteolytic activity because they
contain both ubiquitin and 26S proteasome complexes and were able to dissolve upon the
addition of proteasome inhibitors (Lafarga et al., 2002). Insulator bodies were found to
contain proteasome and are thought to act as a monitor of bound chromatin of insulator
proteins (Schoborg et al., 2013). Numerous nuclear bodies have been recorded; however,
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the function of these structures and how they relate to the cellular stress response remains
ambiguous.

Table 1 List of Nuclear Body and Nuclear Granules
Name
Clastosome

Defining
Components

UPS Components

BLAST Hits

19S, 20S Proteasome, Ubiquitin and 26S
c-fos, c-jun
Proteasome

Focal Clusters

Proteasome

Insulator Bodies

Proteasome

Nuclear Stress
Granule

HSF1, HSF2, HAP

Ubiquitin

Nuclear Speckles

Nsrp70

Proteasome

PML Nuclear Bodies

PML Protein

Ubiquitin and 20S
Proteasome

Cajal Body

Coilin, SMN

Coilin Not Found

Histome locus body

NPAT, FLASH,
SRSF2, SRSF1,
Malat1

NPAT Not Found

Nuclear Speckle
Paraspeckle
Compartment

PSP1, p54nrb, Neat1

Polycomb Body

Bmi1, Pc2

PML Not Found

Polycomb Ground
Proteins Not Found
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1.4 Project Objectives and Summary
The aim of this study is to understand how nuclear UPS is involved in the response
to cellular stress in the reproductive tissue. We chose C. elegans as our model organism
because it has short life cycle (3 days), lifespan of 2-3 weeks, produces a large numbers of
offspring, and both ubiquitin and the proteasome share homology with H. sapiens. Our
data show that ubiquitin and 26S proteasome relocalize in response to salt stress, osmotic
stress, oxidative stress, and starvation, forming 1-5 µm spheres that we term Stress Induced
Nuclear Granules (SINGs) in both gonadal and embryonic nuclei. We found SINGs to be
enriched in K48 polyubiquitin chains and their formation was inhibited by proteasome
inhibitors. Based on our data, we believe that SINGs are sites of protein degradation that
form during periods of cellular stress. Stressed embryos containing SINGs failed to
complete cell division suggesting that SINGs play a role in interfering with the cell cycle.
However, it is still unclear whether SING formation influences cell health or is an indirect
result of cellular stress.
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CHAPTER TWO

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Methods performed as described in Sampuda, K. M. et al 2017.
2.1 C. elegans Strains and Maintenance
C. elegans strains were cultured on nematode growth medium (NGM) with a
bacterial lawn of E. coli strain OP50 and incubated at 20 °C, 25 °C, or 16 °C. Wild type
and ubc-18 mutants were grown at 20 °C and transgenic worms were incubated at 25 °C.
The temperature sensitive uba-1 mutant strain, RV110 was grown at 16 °C and shifted to
25 °C for 18 hours in order to reduce E1 activity before stress was administered. Strains
used in this study are listed in Table 1.
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Table 2 List of C. elegans Strains in this Study
Strain
Name
AZ244

Allele(s)
ruls57[pie-1::GFP::tubulin + unc-119(+)]

BC10060 sEx884 [rCesC12C8.1::GFP + pCeh361]
ERT261 jyEx128[vha-6p::GFP::ubiquitin cb-unc-119(+)];ttTi5605 II;
unc-119 (ed9)
EU40 skn-1(zu129) IV/nT1 [unc-?(n754) let-?] (IV; V).
FGP8

ruIs32 [pie-1p::GFP::H2B + unc-119(+)] III; fgpIs20
[(pAA64) pie-1p::mCherry::smo-1(GG) + unc-119(+)]
JH1327 axEx73 [pie-1p::pie-1::GFP + rol-6(su1006) + N2 genomic
DNA]
JH2099 axIs1486 [pCG51; LAP::Y46G5A.13(tia-1.2) + unc-119(+)]
JH2184 axls1595[pie-1p::GFP::npp-9(orf)::npp-9 3'UTR + unc-119(+)]

Source
CGC
CGC
Emily Troemel
CGC
CGC
CGC
Jennifer Schisa
CGC

JH2338 axls1489 [pCG61; Ppie-1::LAP::pab-1::pie-1 3’ UTR + unc- Jennifer Schisa
119(ed3)] III
JH2458 axIs1735[pie-1p::LAP tag::npp-10 (full length) + unc-119 (+)]
CGC
JH2842 ltIs37 [(pAA64) pie-1p::mCherry::his-58 + unc-119(+)] IV;
CGC
axIs1522 [pie-1p::GFP::pgl-1::pgl-1 3'UTR + unc-119(+)]
JH2686 axIs1844[GFP:: npp-7 + unc-119(+)]
CGC
LN129 Ppie-1::GFP::Ub + unc-119 (rcIs31): unc-119I(ed3)
Lynn Boyd
LN130

Ppie-1::GFP::Ub + unc-119 (rcIs31); Ppie-1::mCherry::his-58 Lynn Boyd
(itIs37)
LN154 Ppie-1::GFP::Ub + unc-119 (rcIs31); rcSi1 [Pmex-5::rptLynn Boyd
1::mCherry + unc-119]II; unc-119 (ed3)
LN162 avIs116 Ppie-1∷GFP∷UbAA + unc-119(+); PpieLynn Boyd
1::mCherry::his-58 (itIs37)
LW1089 jjls1089[npp-1::GFP + unc-119(+)]
CGC
N2
Wild Type
CGC
(Bristol)
OG497 drSi13[hsf-1p::hsf-1::GFP::unc-54' 3'UTR + Cbr-unc-119(+)]
CGC
II
RV110 uba-1(it129) IV
Harold Smith
WY34 ubc-18(ku354) III
XA3546 qaIs3546[unc-119(+) + pie-1::GFP::npp-8]; unc-119(ed3)

CGC
CGC
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2.2 Gene Knockdown by RNAi
RNAi was a technique used to knockdown the expression of genes by feeding
worms bacteria that express dsRNA targeting each gene. RNAi clones for the UBC genes
were obtained from the Ahringer library or the Vidal ORF library. The ubc-18 RNAi is an
ORF clone from the Ahringer library. Controls for the RNAi experiments used the L4440
plasmid (vector) without any gene insert in the HT115 bacterial strain. RNAi clones were
streaked from glycerol stocks onto tryptic soy agar media with ampicillin (100 µg/mL) and
tetracycline (10 µg/mL). Bacteria was grown overnight (~16 hours) in tryptic soy broth
with ampicillin and tetracycline. NGM plates containing ampicillin and 0.2% lactose were
seeded with overnight bacterial cultures. L4s were transferred to above plates and grown
for 22 hours under ideal conditions for each respective strain.

2.3 Stress Treatment and Analyses
C. elegans were grown on OP50 containing NGM at their respective temperatures
until they reached 1 day adults. Worms from this population were then moved to control
and stressed conditions. Conditions involving liquid (control, salt stress, and oxidative
stress) were performed by soaking day 1 adults in a watch glass containing 1 mL of solution
at room temperature. Control (unstressed) individuals were soaked in M9 buffer (3 g
KH2PO4, 6 g Na2HPO4, 5 g NaCl, 1 mL 1 M MgSO4, H2O to 1L) for 60 minutes. Salt
stress was conducted by soaking worms in a 500 mM NaCl solution for 60 minutes. The
worm strain JH2099 (GFP:: TIAR-2) was salt stressed for 120 minutes.

The ERT261

(GFP::Ub) intestinal strain was salt stressed in 1 M NaCl for 60 minutes prior to imaging
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by confocal microscopy. Oxidative stress was induced by soaking worms in a 10 mM
H2O2 solution for 60 minutes. For starvation, synchronized L4 worms were moved to
NGM plates without OP50 bacteria or peptone for a period of 48 hours prior to being
examined.

2.4 Treatment with Proteasome Inhibitors
Proteasome inhibitor solutions were prepared the same day as the experiment by
adding proteasome inhibitor stock solution to either M9 buffer or 500 mM NaCl.
Proteasome inhibitors and concentrations tested include 20 µM MG132, 10 µM
Lactacystin, and 20 µM Bortezomib. In vivo proteasome inhibitor experiments were
performed by soaking day 1 adult worms in 20 µM MG132 for 60 minutes at room
temperature. Worms were then transferred over to a solution containing both MG132 and
500 mM NaCl.

Control worms were soaked in a 500 mM NaCl solution with no

proteasome inhibitor for 60 minutes prior to imaging.

2.5 Heat Shock and Recovery
2.5.1 Prior Heat Shock Exposure
Day 1 adult worms grown at 25 °C were shifted to 34 °C for 60 minutes prior to
500 mM NaCl exposure. Worms were then moved to a 3% agar pad and then imaged by
confocal microscopy. Control individuals stayed at the initial growing temperature (25
°C) before being exposed to salt stress.
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2.5.2 Heat Shock
To induce heat shock, day 1 adults grown on an NGM plate with an OP50 bacterial
lawn at 25 °C were shifted to 37 °C for 60 minutes prior to imaging. Control (25 °C) and
stressed groups (37 °C) were transferred to a 3% agar pad, mounted on slides and examined
with a laser scanning confocal microscope.
2.5.3 Recovery Post Stress
After exposure to stress, worms were placed on a new NGM plate set at 25 °C.
Worms were imaged at 0, 2, and 24 hours post-stress for the presence of SINGs in oocytes.
Three experiments were performed to give a total number of 45 worms that were imaged
for SING recovery.

2.6 Embryonic Lethality and Cell Division Analysis
Embryos were extracted from day 1 adult worms by cutting under a dissecting
microscope with a needle. Embryos were soaked in either M9 buffer (control) or 500 mM
NaCl for 60 minutes. After which, embryos were then pipetted onto unseeded NGM plates
and scored for hatching at 48 hours. Wild type and ubc-18 (RNAi) embryos were extracted
as described above and subjected to either M9 buffer, salt stress, or oxidative stress for 60
minutes. Embryos were then transferred to unseeded NGM plates and scored for hatching
at 48 hours. Cell division analysis was conducted by taking time-lapse image series of
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both control (M9 buffer) and salt stressed embryos expressing GFP::ub and mCh::H2B.
Time-lapse movies are described in section 2.8.2.

2.7 Immunohistochemistry
2.7.1 Antibodies
Primary antibodies used were rabbit polyclonal anti-19S proteasome (sc-98797,
Santa Cruz), mouse monoclonal anti-20S proteasome (MCP20, Enzo Lifesciences), mouse
monoclonal anti-ubiquitin (P4D1, Santa Cruz), rabbit polyclonal anti-K48 ubiquitin (Apu2,
Millipore), and rabbit anti-K63 ubiquitin (Apu3, Millipore). Secondary antibodies used
were goat anti-mouse FITC (Abcam) and goat anti-rabbit TRITC (Jackson
ImmunoResearch Laboratories).
2.7.2 Immunofluorescent Staining of C. elegans
Day 1 adult worms were placed in Egg Buffer and cut open on poly-L-lysine-coated
slides to release the gonadal arms and embryos. Slides were placed in liquid nitrogen and
fixed with 100% methanol at -20 °C for 20 minutes, followed by washing three times with
PBS/ 0.1% Tween-20 for 5 minutes each. Slides were then blocked for 60 minutes with
30% normal goat serum in PBS/T at 23 °C, and incubated overnight with primary antibody
(1:200) at 4 °C. Slides were washed with PBS/T, and incubated with secondary antibody
(1:200) at 23 °C for 1.5 hours. All primary and secondary antibodies were made in
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blocking buffer. Vectashield plus DAPI (Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA) was used for
mounting each sample prior to confocal microcopy.
2.7.3 Detection of DNA and RNA in C. elegans
The cell-permeable SYTO14 green fluorescent nucleic acid stain (Life
Technologies) was used to stain total RNA in oocytes. Fresh SYTO14 solution was used
for each experiment. SYTO14 solution was made either in M9 buffer (unstressed) or 500
mM NaCl (stressed). Worms were dissected in 5 µm SYTO14 solution and incubated at
room temperature for 15 minutes.

Treated worms were then imaged by confocal

microscopy. DAPI (NucBlue Fixed Cell ReadyProbes, Life Technologies) was used in the
SYTO14 experiment to visualize DNA. One drop of DAPI (1 mg/ mL) was added directly
to the top of the slide and incubated for 15 minutes prior to visualization.

2.8 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy
2.8.1 Fluorescence Microscopy of Live and Fixed Samples
All individual and time-lapse fluorescent images were acquired using the
timelapse function on the ZEISS AxioObserver with a LSM 700 confocal module and a
63x/1.4 Plan-Apochromat oil DIC M27 objective. The microscope was operated using
the Zen Black 2009 software. In live imaging and antibody staining experiments, the
408 nm laser was used to image DAPI, the 488 nm laser was used to excite SYTO14,
GFP, and FITC fluorescence. The 555 nm laser was used to excite both mCherry and
TRITC fluorescence. Image settings on the microscope were kept constant for each set
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of experiments. The 488 and 555 laser were both set at 5% power, 800 gain, and a pixel
dwell of 0.05 ms. The 408 laser was set at 5% power, 800 gain, and a pixel dwell of 0.05
ms. Dimensions of images acquired were 512 x 512 pixels at a depth of 12 bits. Images
were analyzed with the ZEN 2009 software. Images in this dissertation are displayed in
a linear fashion.
2.8.2 Time-lapse Imaging
A time-lapse series (30 frames with 1 minute intervals) of the worm strain LN154
(GFP::Ub and RPT-1:: mCh) was used to investigate the timing of colocalization events.
All time-lapse experiments were imaged on the confocal at room temperature.

A time-

lapse series (30 frames with 0.5 minute intervals) of LN130 worms (GFP::Ub and
mCh::H2B) was used for cell division experiments.
2.8.3 FRAP Analysis
Photobleaching experiments were performed using a Zeiss LSM700 laser scanning
confocal microscope. Two pre-bleach images were acquired prior to photobleach in order
to record the initial fluoresce. Bleaching was done via 40 passes across a user-defined
region of interest using a 488 nm laser set at 100% laser power. Fluorescence was bleached
to < 20% of initial intensity. Images were acquired every 1 second with the 488 nm laser
set to 5% power. The background was subtracted from each data point and normalized to
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unbleached areas using the equation: [(ROIb – ROIbg)/(ROInb –ROIbg)]/[(pbROIb –
pbROIbg)/(pbROInb –pbROIbg)].

2.9 SDS-PAGE
2.9.1 Imaging of Fluorescent Proteins Separated by SDS-PAGE
2x Laemmli loading buffer was added to each sample prior to running SDS
PAGE. 1 x Loading buffer contained 1M Tris-HCl pH 6.8, 10% SDS, glycerol, βmercaptoethanol, and 1% bromophenol blue in dH20. Protein samples with Laemmli
loading buffer were loaded into a 10% polyacrylamide gel. ColorPlus prestained protein
marker (New England BioLabs Inc.), broad range (7-175 kDa) was used a protein ladder
to compare size of resolved protein bands. 70 V were used to run the protein through the
stacking gel in 1x running buffer, after which, the voltage was increased to 130 V for the
remainder of the process. A 1:10 dilution of running buffer was made from a 10x stock
containing 15.135 g Tris base, 72 g Glycine, 50 mL 10% SDS, and brought up to 500
mL dH2O.
2.9.2 Silver Stain of SDS-PAGE Gel
The silver stain was conducted by initially washing the SDS-PAGE gel 2x in
ultrapure water for 5 minutes. The gel was then placed in a fixative solution that contained
30% ETOH and 10% acetic acidic 2x for 15 minutes. The gel was washed 2x in 10%
ETOH 2x for 5 minutes, followed by washing 2x in ultrapure water for 5 minutes. The gel
was then incubated in a sensitizer working solution for 60 seconds and then washed 2x in
ultrapure water for 60 seconds. After washing, the gel was incubated in Pierce silver stain
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(Thermo Scientific) working solution for 30 minutes, then washed 2x in ultrapure water
for 20 seconds. The developer solution was added and rocked until band appeared. After
the desired band intensity was reached, the developer solution was removed and a stop
solution of 5% acetic acid was added for 10 minutes and then removed. This step was
repeated a total of two times. The gel was then imaged on a ChemiDoc Imager.
2.9.3 Detection of Fluorescent Proteins by Typhoon Imaging
To image GFP fluorescence in the SDS-PAGE gel, protein samples were
resuspended in 2x loading buffer and incubated at 37 °C for 30 minutes prior to loading
protein sample in the gel. After SDS-PAGE was completed, the gel was washed 1x in
running buffer and then imaged using a Typhoon Trio + Variable Mode Imager (GE
Healthcare Life Sciences), which is a fluorescent/phosphorescent image scanner. SDS gels
were scanned on normal sensitivity at 580 BP 30/ Green 532 to visualize protein ladder
(PMT 600) and 670 BP 30/ Green 532 (PMT 600) to view GFP.

2.10 Mass Spectrometry
2.10.1 Protein Preparation for Mass Spectrometry
Day 1 adult worms were isolated from large NGM plates by either washing off with
M9 buffer (Unstressed) or 500 mM NaCl (stressed) and centrifuged at 6,500 rpm for 1
minute at room temperature. Stressed worms were rocked for 60 minutes in salt solution
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prior to centrifugation. Unstressed worms were rocked for 60 minutes in M9 buffer. 0.5
mL worm pellets were used to create worm lysates.
Worm lysates were made by resuspending sample pellets in 0.75 mL of urea lysis
buffer with protease inhibitors and 100 μL of 0.5 mm zirconium oxide beads followed
by bead-beating for 6 minutes on 12 speed. Bead-beating was used as a mechanical
method to break open the worms. After bead-beating, the lysate was incubated on ice
for 30 minutes with repeated pipetting (10 passes) every 10 minutes. The lysate was
spun at 20,000 x g for 10 minutes at 4 °C. The supernatant was then transferred to clean
Eppendorf tube. A Pierce BCA protein assay kit was used to quantify the concentration
of protein in each tube. A protein concentration of 11.527 mg for unstressed and 6.781
mg for stressed samples were then placed on dry ice and mailed to Cell Signaling
Technology for mass spectrometry analysis (see section 2.11 for further details).
2.10.2 Analysis of Mass Spectrometry Data
Unstressed (M9 buffer) and stressed (500 mM NaCl) whole worm lysates were sent
to Cell Signaling Technology for mass spectrometry analysis. Following tandem affinity
purification and trypsin digestion, worm lysates were enriched for diGly-containing
peptides using PTMScan Ubiquitin Branch Motif Immumoaffinity Bead (K-ɛ-GG)
(ubiquitin remnant K-GG motif antibody #3925).

Samples were then run in duplicate

through LC-MS/MS. SEQUEST and the Core platform from Harvard University was used
to evaluate MS/MS spectra. Peptide searches were performed against the current version
of the NCBI C. elegans database with mass accuracy of +/-50 ppm (precursor ions) and
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0.02 Da (product ions). Those results were then additionally filtered with a mass accuracy
of +/-5 ppm (precursor ions) and detection of di-Gly motif. A 5% default false positive
rate was used in filtering through the results. The list of proteins that were received by Cell
Signaling Technology was thresholded based on the following parameters: a fold change
of > 2.5, max intensity > 15,000,000 AU, and a max % CV < 20%. This list can be viewed
in Table 3.

2.11 Statistical Analysis
Sample sizes and number of experiments performed are noted in each figure
legend. In general, a total of 1020 oocytes were observed over three biological repeats
unless otherwise noted in the figure legend. The type of statistical test that was performed
for each experiment is indicated in each figure legend. Two sample z-tests were performed
using VasarStats on the 20S and TIAR-2 antibody stains as well as on live images that
include RNAi and stress experiments. The Fisher’s exact test was performed on data that
was n < 5. All error bars presented in this dissertation represent a 95% confidence interval
and were derived using the modified Wald method on GraphPad. A log-rank test was used
to determine significant differences in survivorship curves in the lifespan experiment. Data
was considered to be statistically significant if p < 0.05.
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CHAPTER THREE

STRESS INDUCES THE FORMATION OF NOVEL STRESS
INDUCED NUCLEAR GRANULES
3.1 Introduction
Environmental stress, such as salt stress and oxidative stress is known to induce
protein damage that in turn affects PQC mechanisms such as the UPS and chaperones.
Oxidative and hypertonic stress have been shown to increase ubiquitin conjugates
indicating that stress is either inducing more ubiquitin conjugates or that the proteasome is
disturbed (Burkewitz et al., 2012; Jahngen-Hodge et al., 1997). Certain stresses like heat
shock enhance chaperone expression in order to cope with the increased number of
damaged proteins (Morimoto, 1998). The heat shock response (HSR) is orchestrated by
heat shock factor 1 (HSF1), a transcription factor. In unstressed states, HSF1 is repressed
by heat shock protein 70 (HSP70) and heat shock protein 90 (HSP90). When proteotoxic
stress such as heat shock occurs, HSF1 is released from HSP70 and HSP90. HSF1 then
accumulates in the nucleus where it is responsible for stimulating the transcription of heat
shock proteins (Morimoto, 1998).

In addition to this response, HSF1 is also known to

localize to nSGs and transcribe noncoding RNAs (Morton and Lamitina, 2013).
In addition to exogenous environmental stress, endogenous stresses associated with
aging are another factor that influences PQC mechanisms. Aging is associated with the
decline in proteostasis function and protein turnover. This may be due to a combination of
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reduced in proteasome function and protein aggregation (Ferrington et al., 2005; Grune et
al., 2004; Vernace et al., 2007). Contributing factors to proteasomal decline include
decreased expression of proteasome subunits, disassembly of the 26S proteasome, and
aggregation of the proteasomes themselves (Ferrington et al., 2005; Grune et al., 2004;
Vernace et al., 2007). An example of altered proteasome state can be seen in flies where
increased age is correlated with decreased ATP levels and 20S proteasome activity
(Vernace et al., 2007) In addition to the UPS, chaperone expression is also known to
decrease with age (David et al., 2010; Ben-Zvi et al., 2009). In older C. elegans, chaperone
expression (hsp-70 and hsp-16.2) in day 4 adults was significantly decreased in comparison
to day 1 adults suggesting that proteostasis not only changes during age but it changes early
in adulthood (Ben-Zvi et al., 2009). Currently, it is poorly understood how gonadal cells
deal with stress. Insight into this will provide knowledge on how to treat infertility that
results from exposure to environmental stress. We aim to understand how the nuclear UPS
is affected by stress in the reproductive tissue of C. elegans.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 Ubiquitin Concentrates into Distinct Spheres within the Nuclei of
Reproductive Tissue and Embryos
In this study, we are using C. elegans as a model to study cellular stress in the
germline. C. elegans are primarily hermaphroditic and their reproductive germline contains
two gonadal arms that consist of developing oocytes, sperm, and a uterus (Figure 3.1A).
We aim to understand how stress affects the UPS by observing the subcellular localization
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of ubiquitin in unstressed and stressed oocytes and embryos (Figure 3.1B). To visualize
ubiquitin in the germline, we used an existing worm strain that expresses GFP::Ub
(Ubiquitin) and mCh::H2B (Histone) (Hajjar et al., 2014). Day 1 adult worms that were
soaked in M9 buffer (86 mM NaCl) showed a diffuse pattern of ubiquitin within the
cytoplasm and the nucleus of oocytes and embryos (Figure 3.1C and 3.1D). Interestingly,
ubiquitin appeared to be more concentrated in the nucleus than in the cytoplasm of oocytes
and embryos. After 60 minutes of soaking worms in a higher salt concentration (500 mM
NaCl), ubiquitin relocalized into distinct spheres within the nucleus of oocytes and
embryos (Figure 3.1C and 3.1D). In either of the two conditions, ubiquitin did not show
any overlap with the histones.
To determine what concentration of salt induces the appearance of nuclear spheres,
we soaked the worms in a range of salt concentrations. We found that as salt concentration
increased so did the appearance of SINGs. A concentration of 500 mM NaCl was chosen
because spheres were induced after 30 minutes of exposure and did not appear to cause
lethality to adult worms (Figure 3.1E and 3.1F). The appearance of nuclear spheres during
salt stress led us to ask whether osmotic stress also induced this phenomenon. Our results
show that under unstressed conditions (M9 buffer) nuclear spheres are not present;
however, they were induced in both 500 mM NaCl and 652 mM sucrose conditions (Figure
3.1G).
Since transgenic worms do not address the endogenous population of protein, an
antibody stain of ubiquitin (P4D1) was performed on unstressed and stressed wild type day
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1 adult worms. Results from this experiment showed that only salt stressed worms formed
nuclear spheres containing endogenous ubiquitin (Figure 3.1H). This result suggests that
the fluorescent reporter is a reliable reporter of the location of endogenous ubiquitin and
that under stress conditions ubiquitin relocalizes into distinct spheres. We will related to
these nuclear spheres as “stress induced nuclear granules” (SINGs) for the remainder of
this dissertation.
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Figure 3.1: Salt Stress Induces Redistribution of Ubiquitin into Nuclear Stress Bodies
(A) Reproductive tissue of C. elegans. The C. elegans gonad is a U-shaped organ with
mitotically dividing cells at the distal tip. The distal region of the gonad is syncytial and
oocytes become increasingly cellularized and larger as they progress through the proximal
region towards the spermatheca. (B) A schematic diagram of the application of stress to C.
elegans. Salt stress was administered by placing young adult worms in a watch glass
containing M9 buffer (unstressed condition) or in 500 mM NaCl (stressed condition) for
60 minutes. After which, worms were removed and placed on a slide to image. (C) Live
imaging of GFP::Ub (green) and histones (mCh::H2B) in oocytes. During unstressed (M9
buffer) conditions ubiquitin was present in both the nucleus and the cytoplasm, but
appeared to be more concentrated in the nucleus. In stressed (500 mM NaCl) conditions
ubiquitin concentrated into stress bodies in the nucleus. A single oocyte is shown in each
row. SINGs were found in salt stress (119/342 oocytes), but were absent in unstressed
conditions (0/342 oocytes). A total of 342 oocytes were collected from 2 independent
experiments (n = 20). (D) Live imaging of GFP::Ub (green) and histones (mCh::H2B) in
embryos. SING formation was also noted to occur in stressed embryos. (E) The percentage
of oocytes forming SINGs at varied concentrations of salt and time points. (F) The percent
survival post treatment of unstressed and stressed conditions. Decreased survival was
observed in worms soaked in 1M and 2M NaCl. (G) Osmotic stress induces SING
formation. Graph representing the percentage of oocytes that formed SINGs when exposed
to M9 buffer, 400 mM NaCl, and 652 mM sucrose. (H) Antibody staining of ubiquitin in
the distal gonad. Gonads of unstressed and stressed adult C. elegans were dissected out
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and stained with an ubiquitin antibody (green). Ubiquitin was found to be diffuse within
the nucleus in unstressed populations (0/500 oocytes), but relocalized into SINGs in
stressed populations (292/500 oocytes). A total of 500 oocytes were collected from 3
independent experiments. Statistical significance was calculated by a two-tailed z test: ***,
p < 0.001. Scale bar indicates 10 µm.

3.2.2 SINGs are Enriched in K48 Polyubiquitin Chains
To determine if the ubiquitin present in SINGs is conjugated onto a substrate, we
stressed a transgenic strain that harbors GFP::UbAA. This strain expresses ubiquitin with
a dialanine in place of the diglycine at the C-terminus, preventing it from being covalently
conjugated to substrates. After 60 minutes of soaking in either condition, GFP::UbAA
remained diffuse, which suggests that SINGs contain conjugated ubiquitin (Figure 3.2A
and 3.2B). To investigate whether a specific polyubiquitin chain is formed in SINGs during
stress, immunofluorescent staining two well characterized polyubiquitin chains, K48 and
K63, was performed on unstressed and stressed wild type worms. Immunofluorescent
staining showed that only K48 polyubiquitin chains were present at nuclear spheres poststress in oocytes and embryos (Figure 3.2C and Figure 3.2D). Since, K48 polyubiquitin
chains are recognized by the proteasome, we decided to investigate proteasome
involvement in SINGs.
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Figure 3.2: SINGs Contain Conjugated Ubiquitin and are Enriched in K48
Polyubiquitin Chains
(A) Unconjugated ubiquitin does not localize to SINGs. A worm strain expressing GFP::Ub
(green) and mCh::H2B (red) shows localization of GFP::Ub to SINGs after soaking in 500
mM NaCl for 60 minutes. Whereas, GFP::UbAA does not localize to SINGs. GFP::UbAA
lacks a C-terminal diglycine that is required for ubiquitin conjugation. (B) The percentage
of oocytes forming SINGs in control and salt stress treated worms as described in A. Ub
control and UbAA control and salt stressed worms showed no signs of SING formation
(0/510 oocytes), whereas, Ub salt stressed did exhibit SING formation after stress exposure
(247/510 oocytes). A total of 510 oocytes were observed at each time point. Statistical
significance was calculated by a Fisher’s Exact test: ****, p < 0.0001. (C) K63 and K48
polyubiquitin antibody staining in the distal gonad. During exposure to 500 mM NaCl, K48
chains localized into SINGs (552/600 oocytes), whereas, K63 chains show no localization
to SINGs in response to stress (0/600 oocytes). (D) Ubiquitin (green) and K48 (red)
antibody staining in embryos. Ubiquitin and K48 polyubiquitin chains appeared diffuse in
M9 soaked embryos, and formed SINGs rich in ubiquitin and K48 polyubiquitin chains
during stress. Scale bar indicates 10 µm.
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3.2.3 26S Proteasome Colocalizes with Ubiquitin in SINGs
To test for the presence of proteasomes within SINGs we performed both live
imaging and antibody staining of 19S proteasome. Live worms expressing RPT-1::GFP
(19S cap) and mCh::H2B were tested for SING formation. Unstressed worms exhibited a
diffuse expression of 19S proteasome within the cytosol and nucleus. Similar to ubiquitin,
19S proteasome also appeared to be highly concentrated within the nucleus. Salt stressed
worms were found to form proteasome spheres within the nucleus (Figure 3.3A). To
determine if these 19S proteasome spheres colocalized with ubiquitin in SINGs, a double
immunofluorescence procedure to detect ubiquitin and 19S proteasome (RPT-3 subunit)
was carried out on wild type worms. Upon the exposure to salt stress, both ubiquitin and
19S proteasome relocalized into spheres with the 19S proteasome colocalizing with
ubiquitin in SINGs (Figure 3.3B). Next, we wanted to investigate whether the entire 26S
proteasome complex was present in SINGs by conducting antibody staining on the PAS-6
(alpha 1) subunit of the 20S proteasome in both unstressed and stressed populations.
Under control conditions, the 20S proteasome remains diffuse in the cytoplasm and the
nucleus and only during stressed conditions formed nuclear spheres (Figure 3.3C). The
results from this experiment show that the 20S is also present in SINGs, in addition to the
19S proteasome and ubiquitin.
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Figure 3.3: Stress Induces the Recruitment of the 26S Proteasome to SINGs
(A) Live imaging of RPT-1::GFP and mCh::H2B in proximal oocytes. In unstressed
conditions (M9 buffer) proteasome remained diffuse in the cytosol and the nucleus (0/342
oocytes), but appeared more concentrated in the nucleus. Stressed conditions (500 mM
NaCl) resulted in the rearrangement of proteasome into SINGs (117/342 oocytes). (B)
Antibody staining of ubiquitin and 19S proteasome in the distal gonad. Gonads of
unstressed and stressed young adult C. elegans were dissected out and stained with an
ubiquitin antibody (green) and a 19S proteasome antibody (red). Both ubiquitin and
proteasome where found to be diffuse within the nucleus in unstressed conditions (0/600
oocytes with SINGs), but relocalized into SINGs during salt stress (468/600 oocytes). (C)
20S proteasome subunit antibody staining. An antibody to the alpha 1 subunit of the 20S
proteasome (green) was used to stain stressed (500 mM NaCl) and unstressed (M9) gonads.
A region of the distal gonad is shown for each. In unstressed conditions, SINGs containing
20S proteasome do not form (10/200 oocytes). Under stressed conditions the 20S
proteasome subunit colocalizes with K48 ubiquitin chains (red) in SINGs (153/200
oocytes). Statistical significance was calculated by a two-tailed z test: ***, p < 0.0002.
Scale bar indicates 10 µm.
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3.2.4 Ubiquitin Arrives to SINGs Before Proteasome
As ubiquitin is conjugated onto a substrate prior to its proteasomal degradation
(Figure 1.4C), we evaluated the order by which ubiquitin and proteasome appears in
SINGs. We conducted time-lapse studies of SING formation in stressed GFP::Ub and RPT1::mCh worms. After data collection, individual frames were then assessed for the
presence of either ubiquitin, proteasome, or both in SINGs. Results from the time-lapse
images showed SINGs with either ubiquitin only or both ubiquitin and proteasome in
SINGs, but not proteasomes at SINGs alone (Figure 3.4). This finding suggests that
ubiquitin precedes proteasome in the formation of SINGs.
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Figure 3.4: Ubiquitin Arrives to SINGs Prior to Proteasome
Time-lapse analysis of SINGs. Worms expressing GFP::Ub (green) and RPT-1::mCh (red)
and soaked in 500 mM NaCl for 60 minutes were imaged for thirty minutes with an image
taken every minute. When SINGs first appeared in the time-lapse series, they were assessed
for the presence ubiquitin, RPT-1, or both ubiquitin and RPT-1. The numbers for each
category are shown in the graph. RPT-1 alone was not observed at any of the initial SING
sightings (0/25 SINGs). In comparison, SINGs with ubiquitin (12/25 SINGs) or both
ubiquitin and RPT-1 (13/25 SINGs) were observed.
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3.2.5 Ubiquitination is Required for SINGs to Form
Based on the presence of both ubiquitin and proteasome in SINGs, we wanted to
determine whether ubiquitination was required to form SINGs. To answer this question,
we performed three separate experiments. The first experiment was the knockdown of
uba-1 in GFP::Ub and RPT-1::mCh expressing worms. Stressed worms that were treated
with control RNAi (vector only) expressed SINGs, whereas uba-1 RNAi treated worms
failed to form SINGs during stress (Figure 3.5A and 3.5B).
In addition to RNAi knockdown, we also used a temperature sensitive uba-1 (it129)
worm strain. At lower temperatures (16 °C) no phenotype is present, but at higher
temperatures an embryonic lethality phenotype appears. At higher temperatures ubiquitin
is unable to conjugate onto a protein. To visualize SINGs in the temperature sensitive
UBA-1 strain, we mated worms with RPT-1::mCh to the temperature sensitive E1 strain.
At non-permissive temperatures (16 °C) SINGs were able to form during stress, but were
not able to form under permissive temperatures (25 °C) (Figure 3.5C).
These results led us to investigate whether endogenous ubiquitin and proteasome
formed SINGs in stressed temperature sensitive uba-1 worms. Our data showed that only
stressed wild type and control temperature sensitive (16 °C) worms expressed SINGs.
However, temperature sensitive UBA-1 worms stressed at 25 °C did not show any
appearance of SINGs (Figure 3.5D).
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Figure 3.5: Ubiquitination is Required to Form SINGs
(A) Worms expressing RPT-1::mCh were subjected to uba-1 RNAi for 24 hours prior to
soaking in 500 mM NaCl for 60 minutes. The E1 enzyme, uba-1, is required for SING
formation. (B) The percentage of oocytes forming SINGs after uba-1 RNAi treatment as
described in A. Statistical significance was calculated by a two-tailed z test: ***, p < 0.001.
(C) A temperature sensitive uba-1 strain with an RPT::mCh tag was set at permissive and
non-permissive temperatures prior to subjecting to salt stress. Unstressed worms at 16 °C
and stressed worms at 25 °C showed not SING formation; whereas, the stressed 16 °C did
exhibit SING formation. Statistical significance was calculated by fisher’s exact test: ***,
p > 0.001. (D) Antibody staining in uba-1 mutants. Antibodies to ubiquitin and the 19S
proteasome were used to stain wild type worms and a temperature sensitive mutant of uba1. uba-1 worms grown at 16 °C showed the presence of SINGs (551/600 oocytes) in
response to salt stress (500 mM NaCl for 60 minutes). However, uba-1 worms grown at 25
°C showed a reduction in SING formation (12/600 oocytes) when exposed to salt stress.
Scale bar indicates 10 μm.
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3.2.6 SING Formation is Dependent on Proteasome Activity
To determine whether proteasome activity is also required for the formation of
SINGs by treating GFP::Ub and RPT-1::mCh transgenic worms with proteasome inhibitors
(MG132, Bortezomib, and Lactacystin). Based on the result that ubiquitin arrives to SINGs
prior to proteasome, we expected that inhibition of the proteasome would prevent
proteasome localization to SINGs. However, our data show that in the presence of
proteasome inhibitors neither ubiquitin-rich nor proteasome-rich SINGs formed during
stress, whereas, osmotically stressed worms in the absence of proteasome inhibitors
resulted in the appearance of SINGs (Figure 3.6A and 3.6B). This effect was unexpected,
it is important to note that inhibition of the proteasome will reduce levels of free ubiquitin
in the cell, which may partially explain this result.
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Figure 3.6: Proteasome Activity is Necessary for SING Formation
(A) Young adult C. elegans expressing GFP::Ub and RPT-1::mCh were either soaked in
M9 buffer or 500 mM NaCl for 60 minutes. Worms soaked in M9 did not form SINGs.
Under salt stress conditions, worms without the proteasome inhibitor MG132 formed
SINGs, whereas, in the presence of MG132 SINGs did not form. Scale bar indicates 10
µm.

(B) The percentage of oocytes forming SINGs after proteasome inhibitor treatment

with MG132, Bortezomib, or Lactacystin. Statistical significance was calculated between
salt stress and salt stress with proteasome inhibitor by a Fisher’s Exact test: ****, p <
0.0001.
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3.2.7 Nuclear Import is Required to form SINGs
Section 1.3.4 mentioned that S. cerevisiae are known to degrade both nuclear and
cytoplasmic proteins within the nucleus. Based on the studies done in S. cerevisiae and
the observation that SINGs are strictly observed in the nucleus, we wanted to determine if
cytoplasmic proteins contributed to the formation of SINGs during stress. To answer this
question, the requirement for nuclear import in SING formation was tested by knocking
down the three C. elegans importin genes (ima-1, ima-2, and ima-3) responsible for nuclear
import (Figure 3.7A). Importin (IMA-1) is a protein that binds to the cargo protein located
in the cytosol. Once bound, this complex can interact with the nuclear pore to pass through
to the nucleus. After entry into the nucleus, Ran-GTP (RAN-1) induces IMA-1 to undergo
a conformational change, which causes IMA-1 to dissociate from the cargo protein. The
IMA-1 and RAN-1 complex then exits the nucleus back into the cytosol where they unbind.
(Figure 3.7A) RNAi of ima-1 showed a reduced number of nuclei with SINGs following
stress treatment (Figure 3.7B and 3.7C). Ubiquitin levels in SINGs was more affected by
ima-1 RNAi knock down than proteasome.
Studies conducted in S. cerevisiae have shown that proteasome import is mediated
by Arc3, an Arp2/3 homologue (Cabrera et al., 2010). To test if this component is involved
in the trafficking of proteasomes to SINGs, RNAi of arx-5, a homologue of Arp2/3, was
performed on L4 larvae that expressed both GFP::Ub and RPT-1::mCh. Day 1 adult worms
were then subjected to unstressed and stressed conditions. Results from this study show
that arx-5 RNAi reduced the levels of proteasome at SINGs (Figure 3.7B and 3.7C). In
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addition to arx-5, we tested two other nuclear import components (Ran and SUMO) for
their involvement in ubiquitin and proteasome localization to SINGs. Our results show
that both ran-1 (Ran) and smo-1 (SUMO) RNAi reduced the number of nuclei with
ubiquitin- and proteasome-rich SINGs (Figure 3.7B-3.7E).
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Figure 3.7: SINGs Formation Requires Nuclear Import
(A) Diagram of nuclear import. (B) RNAi of ima-1, ran-1, and arx-5 reduces SING
formation. Worms expressing GFP::Ub in the germline were soaked in 500 mM NaCl for
60 minutes. Proximal oocytes are shown. Control worms treated with vector RNAi formed
SINGs normally. (C) The percentage of oocytes forming SINGs after treatment as
described in B. Oocytes were scored for both GFP::Ub and RPT-1::mCh at SINGs.. (D)
RNAi of smo-1 reduces SING formation. RNAi of smo-1 reduces SING formation in a
worm strain expressing GFP::Ub in the germline. Proximal oocytes are shown. Scale bar
indicates 10 µm. (E) The percentage of oocytes forming SINGs after treatment as described
in D. Statistical significance was calculated by a two-tailed z test for C and E: **, p < 0.01;
***, p < 0.001.

3.2.8 ubc-18, ubc-20/ubc-22, and chn-1 are Involved in SING Formation
We wanted characterized other features of the enzymatic pathway leading to the
appearance of SINGs. As mentioned in Section 3.2.4, the E1 enzyme UBA-1 is required
for SING formation. To determine which E2 enzyme was involved, an RNAi screen of the
24 E2 enzymes in C. elegans was performed by an undergraduate student (Mason Riley).
GFP::Ub and mCh::H2B tagged worms were fed RNAi of vector or uba-1 for 48 hours
prior to salt stress. It was observed that a reduction in the number of nuclei with SINGs in
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ubc-18 RNAi treated worms. This finding led us to hypothesize if ubc-18 was also required
in order for endogenous ubiquitin and proteasomes to be incorporated into/localize to
SINGs during stress. Antibody staining for ubiquitin and proteasome (19S cap) was
performed on wild type and ubc-18 mutant worms. ubc-18 mutant worms soaked in M9
buffer did not exhibited any SING formation (Figure 3.8A). However, stressed ubc-18
mutant worms showed a significant decrease in the number of nuclei with SINGs when
compared to the wild type stressed worms (Figure 3.8A).

In addition to this result, we

found two other E2 enzymes (ubc-20 and ubc-22) that could potentially play a role in the
formation of SINGs. We chose to test these two enzymes based off of the same E2 screen
in which ubc-18 was identified. In that screen, ubc-20 and ubc-22 only reduced the number
of nuclei with SINGs by 30% and 29% (Mason Riley, personal communication). This
partial reduction led us to investigate whether a knockdown of these two enzymes in
combination would have an even greater influence on SING formation. We conducted a
combination RNAi of both ubc-20 and ubc-22 in GFP::Ub and RPT-1::mCh transgenic
worms and found that this significantly reduced the number of nuclei with SINGs
compared to the stressed vector control (Figure 3.8B and 3.8C). However, the reduction
that was seen in this combination was not as dramatic as the ubc-18 result. ubc-18 and
ari-1 are known to monoubiquitinate substrates (Rachel Klevit, personal communication).
It is possible that ubc-18 and ubc-20/ubc-22 are working together to ubiquitinate substrates.
A unique feature of ubc-18 that separates it from other E2s is its lack of reactivity
to lysine, which makes the enzyme unable to function with many RING E3s. Further
studies with UBE2L3/ubc-18 has shown that this enzyme specificity interacts with HECT
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and RBR E3 families (Wenzel et al., 2011). However, no reduction in SINGs were seen
when the 16 HECT and 9 RBR E3s were individually knocked down. We did see a
reduction in SING formation in a separate E3 screen when chn-1 was knockdown with
RNAi (Figure 3.8D and 3.8E). These experiments demonstrated that UBC-18, UBC-20/22, and CHN-1 are involved in the formation of SINGs.
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Figure 3.8: Ubiquitin Pathway Components Participating in SING Formation
(A) SINGs in ubc-18 mutants. Antibodies to ubiquitin and the 19S proteasome were used
to stain wild type worms and ubc-18 mutants. SINGs were not induced in ubc-18 mutants
during salt stress (0/600 oocytes). (B) Worms expressing RPT-1::mCh were subjected to
either control RNAi (vector) or RNAi of the ubc-20 plus ubc-22 E2 enzymes. This
combined RNAi reduced the appearance of SINGs. (C) Quantification of the percentage
of oocytes forming SINGs after treatment as described in B. (D) Worms expressing RPT1::mCh were subjected to either control RNAi (vector) or RNAi of the chn-1 E3 enzyme.
Knockdown of chn-1 reduced the appearance of SINGs. Scale bar indicates 10 μm. (E)
Quantification of the percentage of oocytes forming SINGs after control RNAi and chn-1
RNAi treatment as described in D. Statistical significance was calculated by a two tailed z
test: ***, p < 0.001. Scale bar indicates 10 μm.
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3.2.9 Other Stressors Induce SINGs
To determine if SING formation can be induced by stressors other than high salt,
day 1 adult worms expressing GFP::Ub and mCh::H2B were exposed to either 10 mM
H2O2 for 60 minutes to induce oxidative stress or grown on media without peptone
(bacteria food source) or bacteria (worm food source) to induce starvation conditions. In
both conditions SINGs were induced in worms treated with control RNAi, and absent in
ubc-18 RNAi treated worms (Figure 3.9A and 3.9B). Our findings show that both
oxidative stress and starvation are two other instances when SINGs are present. These
findings provide evidence that SINGs may be involved in a general response to stressors
that increase misfolded proteins or impair PQC.
Heat shock is another stress associated with misfolded proteins and is known to
cause nuclear body formation. However, when worms expressing GFP::Ub and RPT1::mCh or HSF-1::GFP (used as a control) were incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour to induce
heat shock only the HSF-1::GFP worms formed HSF-1 nuclear stress granules (Figure
3.9C and 3.9D). These stress granules have been reported to form during heat shock and
were selected to use as a positive control in this experiment (Morton and Lamitina, 2013).
Although HSF-1 was not found to localize to SINGs, hsf-1 was found to have a functional
effect as described in the next section.
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Figure 3.9: Oxidative Stress and Starvation Induce SING Formation
(A) Oxidative stress and starvation in gonads. Worms expressing GFP::Ub and mCh::H2B
were grown on bacteria with control or ubc-18 RNAi and subjected to 10 mM H2O2 for 30
minutes or starvation for 48 hours. Oxidative stress (145/250 oocytes) and starvation
(164/250 oocytes) induced SING formation in vector treated worms. Distal gonads are
shown. SINGs did not form in ubc-18 worms soaked in H2O2 (0/250 oocytes) or starved
(0/250 oocytes). (B) The percentage of oocytes forming SINGs in stressed vector and ubc18 treated worms salt stress treated worms as described in A. (C) Heat shock control forms
HSF-1 nuclear granules after heat shock. HSF-1::GFP worms set at 37 °C showed nuclear
granule formation following heat shock; whereas, worms set at 25 °C did not form
granules. (D) Heat shock does not induce SINGs. Worms expressing GFP::Ub and
mCh::H2B were subjected to heat shock by placing them at 37 °C for one hour. In control
worms incubated at 25 °C for one hour, 0/600 oocytes showed SINGs. In the heat shock
group, 0/600 oocytes showed SINGs. A total of 600 oocytes were collected from 2
independent experiments. Scale bar indicates 10 μm.
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3.2.10 Heat Shock Reduces SINGs in an HSF-1 Dependent Manner
To determine if SING formation is a response to misfolded proteins, we tested
whether increased chaperone expression induced by short heat pluses would influence
SING formation. Prior to this experiment an GFP:: HSF-1 worm strain was used as a
control to test for the increase expression of chaperones following heat shock. After 60
minutes of heat shock at 34 °C, GFP:: HSF-1 increased expression (Figure 3.10A). Based
on these results, RPT-1::mCh expressing worms that were either treated with vector or
were depleted of HSF-1 RNAi. These worms were maintained at either 25 °C or 34 °C for
60 minutes, followed by exposure to salt stress for 60 minutes. Worms that were depleted
of HSF-1 RNAi expressed SINGs during stress, whereas, worms that were maintained at
34 °C and treated with empty vector prevented SING formation in the presence of stress
(Figure 3.10B and 3.10C).
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Figure 3.10: SING Formation Correlates with Reduced Protein Quality Control
(A) Live imaging of HSP-70::GFP in the intestine. GFP::HSP-70 expressing worms were
exposed to heat shock at 34 °C for 60 minutes prior to imaging. Both control (25 °C) and
heat shock worms (34 °C) showed HSP-70::GFP fluorescence in the cytoplasm and the
nuclei. Heat shock treated worms exhibited a brighter fluoresce than control worms. The
nucleus is outlined with an eclipse in worms for visualization.

(B) Worms expressing

RPT-1::mCh were incubated for 60 minutes at either 25 °C or 34 °C prior to soaking in
500 mM NaCl for 60 minutes. The brief heat shock reduced the occurrence of SINGs (x.
When hsf-1 was knocked down via RNAi, SING formation was normal even after heat
shock. Scale bar indicates 10 μm. (C) The percentage of oocytes forming SINGs as
described in B. Statistically relevant differences ***, p < 0.0002, and **, p < 0.01, twotailed z test.
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3.2.11 Older Reproductive C. elegans Form SINGs Earlier
PQC mechanisms are known to change with increased age (Section 3.1).
Therefore, we investigated whether SING formation was influenced by age. Since adult
hermaphrodites are only reproductively active for three days, we compared the timing of
SING formation in day 1 adults to day 4 adults that expressed GFP::Ub and RPT-1::mCh.
After salt stress treatment, the kinetics of SING formation of quicker in older adults. In
day 4 adults, 21% of oocytes formed SINGs as early as 5 minutes post stress. At 30 minutes,
when SINGs normally appear, only 16% of the oocytes formed SINGs. This experiment
demonstrates that SING formation occurred at earlier time-points in older reproductively
active worms than in young adults (Figure 3.11). These results suggest that SINGs are
involved in PQC.
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Figure 3.11: SING Formation is Rapidly Induced in Older Adults
Percentage of oocytes forming SINGs in day 1 and day 4 adults after exposure to 500
mM NaCl for the times indicated. Statistical significance was calculated by a Fisher’s
Exact test: **, p < 0.01 and ****, p < 0.0001.
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3.3 Discussion
In this study, we addressed how stress affected nuclear UPS in C. elegans. Our
results demonstrate a novel pathway in which environmental stress induces the
redistribution of ubiquitin and 26S proteasome to distinct structures we call Stress Induced
Nuclear Granules or SINGs.

Since SINGs are characteristically present in C. elegans

exposed to a range of stresses, including osmotic stress, oxidative stress, and starvation.
We aimed to identify the molecular mechanisms responsible for forming these structures.
The GFP::UbAA experiment that indicated that ubiquitin conjugation was required
for SING localization and the K48 antibody stain result showed that SINGs contain
ubiquitin that is conjugated onto a substrate via K48 ubiquitin linkages.

Based on the

requirement for uba-1, GFP::UbAA, and the K48 antibody experiment, we conclude that
SINGs are enriched in polyubiquitinated proteins and that they require ubiquitination to
recruit ubiquitin and proteasome to SINGs. In addition to ubiquitination, proteasome
activity is also required for both ubiquitin-rich and proteasome-rich SINGs to form. This
finding was not expected because arrival of ubiquitin at SINGs was found to precede
proteasome. Furthermore, ubiquitin-rich structures have been shown to form in other
circumstances when UPS function is compromised, so the requirement for proteasome
activity for SING formation was counter intuitive. The results from the proteasome
inhibitor experiments are consistent with two possible mechanisms. The first scenario is
that a proteolytic event proceeds the formation of SINGs, and the second scenario may be
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that proteasome inhibition causes the reduction of the pool of free ubiquitin in the cell that
would have been utilized in SING formation.
Our study also showed that nuclear import via ima-1, ran-1, and smo-1 are
necessary for SING formation. The observation that ubiquitin appears to be more affected
by ima-1 RNAi suggests a model in which ubiquitin is being shuttled into the nucleus. The
result that smo-1 RNAi affected SING formation was not surprising because SUMO is
known to be involved in nuclear import of proteins (Gill, 2004b). These experiments
indicate that nuclear import is required in the development of SINGs. However, it is
unclear as to what is being imported into the nucleus that induces SING formation. It may
be that either ubiquitinated substrates, proteasomes themselves, or an additional factor is
being transported into the nucleus under stressed conditions to initiate the formation of
SINGs.
The finding that increased chaperone expression prevents SING formation and that
SINGs form more rapidly in older adults suggests that SINGs may be involved in a nuclear
PQC pathway. These results are consistent with studies performed in C. elegans were PQC
components such as chaperones were shown to decline with age (Ben-Zvi et al., 2009).
We found that this PQC pathway requires the ubiquitin pathway components uba-1, ubc18, ubc-20/-22, chn-1 to form SINGs during stress.
C. elegans ubc-18 is similar to the H. sapiens UBE2L3 gene. This gene is known
for its role in cell cycle progression/regulation, ubiquitination of p105 (NFκB1, a p50
precursor), DNA repair, and mitophagy (Geisler et al., 2014; Han et al., 2014; Wenzel et
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al., 2011). As mentioned previously, this enzyme is known to specifically interact with
HECT and RBR E3 ligases (Wenzel et al., 2011). In our study, no one E3 was found to be
required in SING formation, which suggesting that multiple E3s participate in SING
formation. ubc-20 and ubc-22 are both similar to the H. sapiens gene UBE2K. This
enzyme is capable to forming K48 linked chains and is known for its ability to target
huntingtin protein for degradation (Haldeman et al., 1997). The finding that ubc-18, ubc20, and ubc-22 are required in SING formation during stress suggests that these enzymes
are targeting proteins for proteasomal degradation.
In conclusion, our results suggest a model where environmental stress induces
protein misfolding that promotes the ubiquitination of those proteins and localizes them to
SINGs. Based on our findings, we propose that either protein degradation or protein
sequestration occurs at SINGs. The identification and characterization of a PQC
mechanism in the nucleus aid increases our general knowledge regarding the nuclear PQC
in C. elegans. Future studies to determine the identity of these misfolded proteins that
localize to SINGs and this will help to determine the function of these structures.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DETERMINE THE IDENTITY OF THE PROTEIN
CONSTITUENTS OF SINGS
4.1 Introduction
Exposure to environmental stress can induce the appearance of distinct nuclear
subdomains that include nuclear stress granules (nSGs) and nuclear stress bodies (NSBs).
nSGs are induced by heat and have been found to contain ubiquitin, chaperones (HSF1 and
HSF2), and pre-mRNA processing factors. They are considered to be discrete nuclear
subdomains because they do not colocalize with other subnuclear bodies such as PML
bodies. The function of nSGs are currently unknown; however, studies have suggested
three possible functions (1) sites of storage or recycling of transcription factors, (2) areas
formed to protect the genome from stress, and (3) sites of active transcription (Jolly et al.,
1999, 2004; Rizzi et al., 2004). Similarly, NSBs are also known to react to stress by
forming discrete structures within the nucleus. Numerous NSBs have been described and
are defined by their key components, yet only a small subset are known to contain UPS
machinery (Table 1). Currently, the function of NSBs is poorly understood; however,
numerous functions have been proposed, which include acting as a general response to
stress by sequestering factors that regulate gene expression, and playing a protective role
to the cell by sequestering RNA or proteins during harmful conditions. The appearance
of SINGs during stress has led us to investigate the protein constituents of SINGs in order
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to determine which proteins are being targeted to these structures during stress and if
SINGs are similar to other known nuclear bodies. Understanding what proteins localize to
SINGs will aid in addressing their function(s) in the cell.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 Mass Spectrometry Data
In order to identify possible SING targets, protein lysates from unstressed and
stressed worm lysates were sent to Cell Signaling Technology for mass spectrometry
analysis.

This company was chosen based on their ability to specifically

immunoprecipitate peptides containing a di-Gly branch post tryptic digest, marking these
out as sites of ubiquitination. We initially immunoprecipitated germline GFP::Ub in both
unstressed and stressed conditions prior to sending the samples to Cell Signaling
Technology. For unstressed conditions, worms were soaked in M9 buffer for 60 minutes
prior to being spun down in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf tube. In stressed conditions, worms were
soaked in 500 mM NaCl for 60 minutes prior to centrifugation. To confirm that we
immunoprecipitated GFP-tagged ubiquitinated proteins from our samples and only heated
the samples to 37 °C for 30 minutes prior to running an SDS-PAGE to prevent denaturation
of GFP fluorophore. This temperature allowed for the GFP fluorophore to stay intact in
the gel thus allowing the visualization of GFP using a typhoon scanner. In addition to
imaging GFP fluorescence, we performed a silver stain on the gel to total proteins in each
lane. Results from this showed that we were able to successfully immunoprecipitate GFPtagged ubiquitinated proteins. This technique allowed for the GFP::Ub conjugates to be
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pulled out of the all labeled tissues (reproductive tissue and embryos), but did not allow for
the isolation of SINGs themselves. The mass spectrometry analysis yielded only 13
proteins total in both samples, with actin being the most abundant protein being detected
in the stressed sample.
Since we did not have the ability to isolate SINGs themselves along with the
observation that SINGs appear in four of the main tissues of the worm, we decided to send
whole worm lysates for mass spectrometry analysis. Lysates were produced from salt
stressed and control worms as described above and sent to Cell Signaling Technology.
Prior to MS-MS analysis, Cell Signaling Technology subjected protein lysates to a di-Gly
capture, which immopreciptated ubiquitin conjugates from all tissues (Figure 4.1A). To
determine which proteins from the mass spectrometry results are targeted to SINGs, we
filtered the list based on high abundance in order to increase the likelihood of finding SING
targets. To prioritize hits from the mass spectrometry results, we filtered the protein list by
the fold change, max intensity, and max coefficient of variation (% CV). Proteins were
initially sorted by a fold change including only those proteins that were > 2.5 fold in the
stressed vs control sample. A high fold change indicates peptides were found to be more
abundant in stressed conditions (high salt) than in control (M9 buffer). Next, the list was
filtered by a max intensity of > 15,000,000 AU. A high max intensity indicates the
abundance of that peptide in the sample. Finally, the proteins were filtered by a low max
% CV < 20%, which is a measure of variation between the two mass spectrometry runs.
The list of filtered proteins are represented in Table 3.
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Since PAB-1(Poly (A)-binding protein) was our top hit from Table 3, we decided
to look for the presence of PAB-1 in SINGs. This protein recognizes and binds to the
3’polyadenylated region of mRNA. Once bound to mRNA, this protein functions to
stimulate translation of mRNA, poly (A) synthesis, and stabilizes the 3’ polyadenylated
region.

PAB-1 is a cytosolic protein and is essential in the development of the

postembryonic germline at all stages (Ko et al., 2013). PAB-1 is known to localize to RNP
foci in oocytes during osmotic stress, heat shock, and anoxia (Jud et al., 2008). To test
whether PAB-1 was present in SINGs, we performed live imaging on unstressed and
stressed worms that express GFP::PAB-1 in the germline. PAB-1 appeared to be diffuse
within the cytosol in both unstressed and stressed conditions (Figure 4.1B). Small foci
located by the nuclear envelope were observed in both conditions, which is consistent with
those from Jud et al (2008). No nuclear PAB-1 foci were found to form during either
condition, indicating that PAB-1 does not localize to SINGs (Figure 4.1B).
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Figure 4.1: Mass Spectrometry Analysis on diGly Remnants
(A) Schematic diagram of how the mass spectrometry samples were processed at Cell
Signaling Technology. Protease-digested worm extracts were concentrated and purified
by C18 solid phase extraction and lyophilization. Samples were then exposed to an
ubiquitin remnant K-GG motif antibody and immunoprecipitated. Resin and unbound
protein were washed away. The samples were then analyzed by LC-MS/MS spectral
analysis. (B) Live imaging of GFP::PAB-1 in the proximal gonad.

Expression of

GFP::PAB-1 appeared cytosolic in both unstressed (M9 buffer) and stressed (500 mM
NaCl) worms (0/340 oocytes). Scale bar indicates 10 µm.
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Table 3 List of Sorted Mass Spectrometry Results
Fold
Change
Gene
Condition
Name
B: A

Protein Name

Description
Aid in Regulating mRNA and
Translation
Bridging paired meiotic
chromosomes

65.4

pab-1

PolyA Binding protein family
member

65.3

syp-4

hypothetical protein H27M09.3

37.6

Segregation of Meiotic
Chromosome and Mitotic Sister
HoloCentric chromosome binding
Chromatids, Mitotic Spindle
hcp-2
Protein family member
Organization, and Embryonic
Development
Structural Unit of the Cuticle,
Involved in Lipid Storage
in de novo Fatty Acid
Polarity and Osmotic sensitivity Biosynthesis, Embryonic Polarity,
and Osmotic Protection of the
Defect family member
Eggshell

32.4

col-119

23.6

pod-2

20.3

rpl-23

Ribosomal Protein, Large subunit
family member

Large Ribosomal Subunit

16.5

R102.5

hypothetical protein R102.5

Involved in Embryonic
Development

11.6

rpl-10

Ribosomal Protein, Large subunit
family member (rpl-10)

Large Ribosomal Subunit

COLlagen family member

11.4

mlc-3

Myosin Light Chain family
member (mlc-3)

9.0

cey-2

Y-box family member (cey-2)

8.7

rps-14

Normal Locomotion,
Development before and after
Fertilization
Bind DNA/RNA and Involved in
Transcripition/Translation

Ribosomal Protein, Small subunit
Component of the 40S Ribosome
family member (rps-14)
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5.9

rpl-4

Ribosomal Protein, Large subunit
family member (rpl-4)

Large Ribosomal Subunit

5.6

hpo-34

hypothetical protein F29G6.3

Involved in Body Morphogenesis
and Reproduction

5.3

rpn-9

proteasome Regulatory Particle,
Non-ATPase-like family member
(rpn-9)

19S Proteasome Subunit

5.2

R07H5.
8

hypothetical protein R07H5.8

Involved in Endocytosis,
Reproduction, Secretion, and
Larval Development

5.1

ngp-1

Nuclear/nucleolar GTP-binding
Protein family member (ngp-1)

Embryonic Development,
Genitalia Development

5.1

H43I07
.3

hypothetical protein H43I07.3

Glucosylation

5.0

cdo-1

hypothetical protein F56F10.3

Cysteine Catabolism

5.0

Y48G8
hypothetical protein Y48G8AL.13
AL.13

5.0
4.6

Y48G8
hypothetical protein Y48G8AL.13
AL.13
COLlagen family member (colcol-133
133)

Unknown Function
Unknown Function
Structural Unit of the Cuticle,
Embryonic Development

4.5

pas-2

Proteasome Alpha Subunit family
member (pas-2)

20S Proteasome Subunit

4.4

rps-13

Ribosomal Protein, Small subunit
family member (rps-13)

Small Ribosomal Subunit

4.3

F35G1
hypothetical protein F35G12.12
2.12

Proteasomal Subunit
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3.9

3.9
3.8
3.6

3.3

3.3

3.3

RACK1 (mammalian Receptor of Distal Tip Cell Migration, P Cell
Nuclear Migration, and Normal
Activated C Kinase) homolog
Brood Sizes.
family member (rack-1)
proteasome Regulatory Particle,
19S Proteasome Subunit
rpn-3 Non-ATPase-like family member
(rpn-3)
Replication Protein A homolog
Acidic Ribosomal Subunit
rpa-0
family member (rpa-0)

rack-1

rpl-2

Ribosomal Protein, Large subunit
family member (rpl-2)

Large Ribosomal Subunit

nlt-4

NOT-Like (yeast CCR4/NOT
complex component) family
member (ntl-4)

Intracellular Lipid Transport

Involved in Apoptosis,
Endocytosis,
Reproduction, Lipid
Eukaryotic Initiation Factor
eif-3.B
Storage, and Translation Initiation
family member (eif-3.B)
Activity
Transcribes the Major Myosin
UNCoordinated family member
Heavy Chain of Muscle in C.
unc-54
(unc-54)
elegans

3.2

cth-2

hypothetical protein ZK1127.10

Unknown Function

3.2

rps-4

Ribosomal Protein, Small subunit
family member (rps-4)

Small Ribosomal Subunit

3.2

C16A3.
6

hypothetical protein C16A3.6

Involved in Embryonic
Development, Genitalia
Development, Larval
Development, and Receptormediated Endocytosis

3.1

rpl-15

Ribosomal Protein, Large subunit
family member (rpl-15)

Large Ribosomal Subunit

3.1

F45F2.
10

hypothetical protein F45F2.10

Involved in reproduction and
embryonic development
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3.1

ptr-23

PaTched Related family member
(ptr-23)

Aids in Transcribing
Osmosensitive mRNAs during
Osmotic Stress

3.1

rpl-3

Ribosomal Protein, Large subunit
family member (rpl-3)

Large Ribosomal Subunit

2.8

let-418 LEThal family member (let-418)

2.8

pab-1

2.8

C06A8.
1

PolyA Binding protein family
member (pab-1)
hypothetical protein C06A8.1

Represses Germline-Specific
Genes and Regulates
Postembryonic Vulval
Development
Aid in Regulating mRNA and
Translation
Unknown Function

2.8

YOP (yeast membrane trafficking
yop-1 protein) homolog family member
(yop-1)

Involved in Trafficking of
Membrane/Vesicles

2.7

rps-1

Ribosomal Protein, Small subunit
family member (rps-1)

Small Ribosomal Subunit

2.7

Predicted to E3 Ligase Activity
Y54E1
hypothetical protein Y54E10BR.3
(zinc ion binding activity)
0BR.3

2.6

Cell Division Cycle related family
cdc-42
member (cdc-42)

2.6

F22F7.
1

hypothetical protein F22F7.1
Fatty acid desaturase family
member (fat-6)

Controls Polarity of Individual
Cells and Embryogenesis by
Regulating PAR Proteins
Unknown Function
Involved in Fatty Acid
Desaturation

2.5

fat-6

2.5

rpl-15

Ribosomal Protein, Large subunit
family member (rpl-15)

Large Ribosomal Subunit

2.5

rpl-6

Ribosomal Protein, Large subunit
family member (rpl-6)

Large Ribosomal Subunit
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4.2.2 TIAR-2 Localizes to SINGs during Stress
Next, we wanted to determine if SINGs were similar to other known nSGs. To answer
this we looked for the localization of a stress granule component (TIAR-2) to SINGs during
stress (Kedersha et al., 2005). TIAR-2 is known to form nuclear foci under osmotic stress
(Jud et al., 2008). To address if TIAR-2 localizes to SINGs in the reproductive tissue, we
used a GFP::TAIR-2 reporter worm strain.

Unstressed worms displayed a diffuse

GFP::TAIR-2 nuclear and cytoplasmic signal (Figure 4.2B). Upon the addition of salt
stress, the GFP::TAIR-2 strain formed nuclear foci rich in TIAR-2 protein, which is
constant with the literature (Figure 4.2B). TIAR-2 is the orthologue of the human TIA-1
and TIAL1 proteins, which have been implicated in reproduction and adult lifespan of C.
elegans, hyperosmotic stress response, and heat shock response (Figure 4.2A) (Jud et al.,
2008; Kedersha et al., 1999).
We next validated that TIAR-2 localizes to SINGs by conducting antibody stains of
ubiquitin and 19S proteasome on GFP::TIAR-2 expressing worms. The reason why we
chose to do antibody staining in transgenic worms was due to the fact that no commercially
available antibody raised against TAIR-2 to detect the C. elegans orthologue of this protein.
Results from the antibody stains show that GFP::TIAR-2 colocalizes with ubiquitin and
19S proteasome in SINGs (Figure 4.2C). Since SING formation requires ubiquitination
and proteasome activity, we wanted to test whether if TIAR-2 localization required these
activities.

We performed uba-1 RNAi and proteasome inhibitor experiments on

GFP::TIAR-2 expressing worms. uba-1 knockdown revealed that TIAR-2 does not form
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nuclear spheres under salt stress conditions (Figure 4.2F).

Proteasome inhibitor

experiments were performed using 20 µM MG132 on GFP::TIAR-2 worms. These results
demonstrated that the proteasome inhibitor treatment reduced the accumulation of TIAR2 in the nucleus (Figure 4.2D and 4.2E). The ubiquitination and proteasome activity
experiments, showed that TIAR-2 localizes to SINGs under salt stress.
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Figure 4.2: SINGs Contain the TIAR-2 protein
(A) Diagram representing the different functions of TIAR-2.

(B) Live imaging of

GFP::TIAR-2 in oocytes. During unstressed conditions (M9 buffer) TIAR-2 was present
in both the cytosol and the nucleus, but was more concentrated in the nucleus (1/340
oocytes). In stressed conditions (500 mM NaCl), TIAR-2 concentrated into distinct stress
bodies (129/340 oocytes). (C) Antibody staining of 19S proteasome in GFP::TAIR-2
expressing worms. Worms expressing GFP::TIAR-2 were soaked in M9 or 500 mM NaCl
for 60 minutes and then stained with an antibody to the 19S proteasome. In M9 treated
worms, few oocytes showed nuclei with both TIAR-2 and proteasome colocalization
(38/600 oocytes). Whereas, in salt stressed worms, the number of TIAR-2 and proteasome
colocalization events increased (212/600 oocytes). (D) Day 4 adults were soaked in a watch
glass containing for 500 mM NaCl with or without MG132 for 60 minutes. Worms that
were not treated with MG132 showed TIAR-2 in SINGs, whereas MG132 treated worms
showed fewer TIAR-2 containing SINGs. Scale bar indicates 10 µm. (E) Quantification
of the percentage of TIAR-2 in SINGs as described in D. Statistical significance was
calculated by a Fisher’s Exact test: ****, p < 0.0001.

(F) Graph representing the

percentage of LAP::TIAR-2 in SINGs in vector and uba-1 RNAi. Statistical significance
was calculated by a two tailed z test: ***, p < 0.001.
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4.2.3 NPPs, Tubulin, and PGL-1 are not Constituents of SINGs
In addition to PAB-1 and TIAR-2, we tested other proteins identified in the MS screen
their aggregation or appearance in SINGs. Germline reporters of fluorescently labeled
nuclear pore proteins (NPPs), tubulin, and P granule abnormality protein 1 (PGL-1) were
subjected to salt stress. A total of four NPPs were tested for their aggregation in salt stress
conditions. NPP-7, NPP-9, and NPP-10 were not found to react to salt stress. Whereas,
NPP-1 reacted to stress by forming perinuclear foci that did not colocalize with SINGs
(Figure 4.3A and 4.3B). GFP::tubulin in both unstressed and stressed conditions remained
in the cytoplasm and under stress conditions expressed minor rearrangement (Figure 4.3D).
In addition, PGL-1 protein was also not found to localize to SINGs under salt stress (Figure
4.3C). These experiments show that not all proteins are targeted to SINGs during stress.
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Figure 4.3: Nuclear Pore Proteins, Tubulin, PGL-1, and SMO-1 do not Localize to
SINGs during Salt Stress
(A) Worm strains expressing GFP::NPP were exposed to both M9 buffer and 500 mM
NaCl for 60 minutes. The NPPs responded to stress by occasionally forming concentrated
areas of protein at the periphery of the nucleus: NPP-1 (19/250 oocytes) and NPP-7 (14/250
oocytes). A total of 250 oocytes were collected 10 worms.

(B) NPP-1 was crossed into

a RPT-1::mCh expressing worm and then subjected to unstressed and salt stressed
conditions. SINGs were not found to colocalize with NPP-1 (48/50 oocytes). A total of
50 proximal oocytes were collected from 10 worms.

(C). Tubulin and PGL-1 do not

localize to SINGs during salt stress. GFP::tubulin worms were soaked in M9 buffer or 500
mM NaCl for 60 minutes and then observed under confocal microcopy. Both unstressed
and stressed GFP::tubulin did not localize to SINGs (50/50 oocytes). A total of 50 oocytes
were collected from 10 worms. Minor rearrangement of cytoplasmic tubulin was seen in
stressed GFP::tubulin populations. GFP:: PGL-1 worms were soaked in M9 buffer or 500
mM NaCl for 60 minutes and then observed under confocal microcopy. Both unstressed
and stressed GFP::PGL-1 did not localize to SINGs (240/240 oocytes). A total of 240
oocytes were collected from 6 worms. Scale bar indicates 10 µm.
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4.2.4 SING Formation is Independent of SKN-1
SINGs are induced by oxidative stress, which leads us to consider that SINGs may be
involved in the oxidative stress pathway. Nuclear factor (erythroid-derived2)-like 2 (Nrf2)
is a transcription factor that is known to transcribe genes involved in superoxide
metabolism during oxidative stress to protect the cell (Ma, 2013). The worm homolog of
Nrf2 is SKN-1 (SKiNhead). To investigate whether SKN-1 is required to form SINGs
under oxidative stress, antibody staining of ubiquitin and 19S proteasome was performed
on stressed wild type and skn-1 (zu129) mutants. skn-1 mutants and wild type worms
formed SINGs in response to both osmotic and oxidative stress (Figure 4.4). This result
indicates that the appearance of SINGs under both types of stress are operating under a
separate stress pathway that is independent of skn-1.
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Figure 4.4: skn-1 is not Required for SING Formation
Antibody staining was conducted on dissected gonads from skn-1(zu129) mutants or their
heterozygous siblings. Worms were subjected to 500 mM NaCl for 60 minutes or 10 mM
H2O2 for 30 minutes prior to dissection and staining. Gonads from heterozygous worms
(7/100 oocytes) or skn-1 mutants (7/100 oocytes) soaked in M9 were absent of SINGs.
Heterozygous worms soaked in 500 mM NaCl (96/100 oocytes) or 10 mM H2O2 (83/100
oocytes) have SINGs as expected. skn-1 (zu129) worms soaked in 500 mM NaCl (78/100
oocytes) or 10 mM H2O2 (74/100 oocytes) also have SINGs. A total of 600 oocytes were
collected from 2 independent experiments. Scale bar indicates 10 µm.
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4.2.5 SINGs are Distinct Nuclear Bodies
Numerous discrete structures are known to form in the nucleus under stress conditions
and among them include protein aggregates and nuclear bodies. Protein aggregates are
characterized as being poorly soluble, visible with microscopy, increase during stress, and
are relatively immobile. Based on literature, one method to detect if SINGs are protein
aggregates is to see if they are mobile by using a method known as FRAP (fluorescent
recovery after photobleaching) (Brignull et al., 2006; Iliev et al., 2006). This technique
allows a user to photobleach fluorophores within a select area of a cell and observe if any
fluorescence comes back to the area as a consequence of the diffusion or trafficking of
unbleached fluorescent proteins into the bleached area. In this way, FRAP enables the
measurement of protein diffusion/mobility rates within live cells. In order to determine if
SINGs were sites of protein aggregation that arise in response to stress, we conducted
FRAP analysis on SINGs (GFP::Ub) and compared the behavior to a protein aggregate
control (Q82::GFP) that is based on the Huntington protein. For the control strain,
Q82::GFP is expressed in the muscle and encodes 82 glutamine residues attached to GFP
that are known to form protein aggregates in the cytoplasm (Morley et al., 2002). Based
on the results of the FRAP analysis, SINGs showed a higher mobility than the Q82::GFP
cytoplasmic muscle aggregates, which showed minimal recovery post-bleach (Figure
4.5A).
Many nuclear bodies are known to appear during stress and even contain components
of the UPS. One nuclear body known to form during stress and contain both ubiquitin and
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proteasome is PML bodies. Two identifying components of PML bodies are SUMO and
PML proteins. To investigate whether SINGs are similar to PML bodies, we performed
live imaging on unstressed and stressed worms expressing GFP::smo-1 (SUMO). After
being osmotically stressed, GFP::smo-1 remained diffuse and did not form any
concentrated regions of observable SUMO (Figure 4.5B). In addition to live imaging, we
performed a BLAST search and did not find a worm homologue of the PML protein.
There are other NSBs that have been shown to contain RNA. We wanted to investigate
whether SINGs contained RNA by using a SYTO14 stain. This stain is used to detect the
presence of both DNA and RNA when excited at a certain wavelength. In both unstressed
and stressed worms the SYTO14 stain localized to the nucleoli and DNA, but was not
found to be concentrated in other regions of the nucleus (Figure 4.5C).
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Figure 4.5: SINGs are Distinct Nuclear Bodies
(A) FRAP analysis of Q82::GFP in muscle cells compared to GFP::Ub in the nuclei of salt
stressed oocytes. The Q82::GFP shows little recovery of fluorescence over a one minute
period, whereas, GFP::Ub in SINGs recovers to approximately 50% of initial level after
one minute. Graph shows the data from 10 individual FRAP experiments with standard
errors indicated. A total of 10 SINGs were derived from proximal oocytes collected from
3 independent experiments. (B) Worms expressing GFP:: H2B and mCh:: smo-1 were
soaked in M9 and 500 mM NaCl for 60 minutes. Nucleolus showed SMO-1 localization
in control and salt stress groups, but did not localize to SINGs (80/80 oocytes). A total of
80 proximal oocytes were collected from 2 independent experiments.

(C) SYTO14

staining in wild type worms. In both unstressed and stressed worms, SYTO14 was found
to colocalize with the histones and be concentrated within the nucleolus and the cytoplasm
of the oocyte (80/80 oocytes). A total of 80 proximal oocytes were collected from 2
independent experiments. Scale bar indicates 10 µm.
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4.3 Discussion
The goal of this study was to identify proteins that localize to SINGs and determine
if SINGs are novel NSBs. To address these questions, we performed mass spectrometry
analysis and tested worm strains with fluorescently labeled proteins. The findings from
this study concluded that SINGs are novel NSBs that were found to contain TIAR-2 in the
presence of stress.
Based on the PGL-1, tubulin, and NPP data, SING formation is not a general
response for all proteins within the oocyte. In addition, FRAP analysis demonstrated that
GFP::Ub recovered more readily than the protein aggregate control. This finding suggests
that SINGs are dynamic and rapid protein exchange is occurring. Therefore, SINGs are
not likely to be sites of protein aggregation or failed protein degradation as seen for some
structures such as Lewy bodies. SINGs appear to be similar to PML bodies and clastomes
due to the presence of ubiquitin and proteasome during stress. However, our data shows
that SINGs contain no noticeable levels of RNA or SUMO. BLAST results also indicated
that worms do not have a homologue of the PML protein. RNA, SUMO, and PML protein
are all found to localize to PML bodies. As previously mentioned, SINGs do not form in
response to heat shock, which also distinguishes SINGs from PML bodies and clastomes.
Based on these findings, we believe that SINGs are not protein aggregates and that they
are distinct from other known NSBs.
Results from the mass spectrometry data indicated that PAB-1 was ubiquitinated
more during stress. However, we found that PAB-1 did not appear to localize to SINGs
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under stress. This result may be due to the low presence of PAB-1 in SINGs or that it is
being quickly degraded. Future studies will address whether PAB-1 is being quickly
degraded by soaking GFP::PAB-1 worms in MG132 prior to stress exposure. Since, PAB1, did not appear to localize to SINGs under stress, we decided to compile a list of possible
proteins targets that either had a fluorescent label or a reliable antibody available.
Currently, we have two possible proteins (SYP-4 and CDC-42) that either have an antibody
or transgenic worm strain available.

Future experiments will be geared towards

discovering if these proteins localize to SINGs during stress.
PAB-1 and TIAR-2 are both stress granule markers and are known to localize to
RNPs (Large ribonucleoprotein) during heat shock, anoxia, and arrested ovulation.
However, under salt stress only TIAR-2 is known to form nuclear foci, which we have
reproduced in the lab (Jud et al., 2008). The antibody staining and the proteasome inhibitor
results provide evidence that TIAR-2 localizes to SINGs during stress. In conclusion, our
findings suggests a novel pathway where misfolded proteins induced by stress undergo
proteolysis at SINGs, providing evidence that SINGs are playing a role in the nuclear PQC.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PROPERTIES OF SINGS IN
DIFFERENT TISSUE TYPES
5.1 Introduction
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 6.7 million women
are affected by impaired fecundity in the United States (Winkelman et al., 2016). Impaired
fecundity can be contributed to many factors, but an important one to consider is
environmental stress. Common stressors that have been attributed to decreased fecundity
include oxidative stress, osmotic stress, and starvation. One study showed that starving
pregnant mice for 48 hours at various time points during their pregnancy resulted in
miscarriages (Wood, 2003). Similar results were seen in C. elegans, where if food was
withheld from the organism reproductive processes such as oogenesis, egg production, and
egg laying were delayed (Seidel and Kimble, 2011). Oxidative stress is thought to be
another causative agent of infertility and has been shown to affect fertility in both natural
and assisted pregnancies (Agarwal et al., 2014; Ruder et al., 2009). The role of oxidative
stress in infertility is not understood completely; however, there seems to be a correlation
between increased reactive oxidation species (ROS) and infertility in both males and
females (Agarwal et al., 2005). Another stress that is known to affect assisted pregnancies
is salt stress. An example of this can be see with cryopreserved gametes, embryos, and
sperm which often experience salt stress during thawing procedures (Hammadeh et al.,
1999).
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The studies that have been conducted with these stressors have been focused on
aging, stress tolerance, and fecundity. Currently, it is known that stress can have a
physiological response such as extended lifespan or reduced fecundity, but it is unclear as
to what happens at a cellular level during stress. Understanding how the organism is
affected as a whole and at a cellular level during environmental stress is important for
preventing/treating infertility. The stressors discussed in this section are all associated with
protein damage, which is thought to be a contributing factor of infertility. We aim to
investigate the downstream consequences of SING formation by looking at adult lifespan,
cell division, and embryo viability in C. elegans.

5.2 Results
5.2.1 SINGs Persist in Reproductive Tissue but not in Muscle or Intestine
Unpublished data from the Boyd lab showed that similar ubiquitin-rich nuclear bodies
formed during stress in the muscle (Jacob Sanders) and intestine (Lynn Boyd), indicating
that this event may not be constrained to the germline and may be a general response to
cellular stress. We wanted to address whether SINGs persisted in each of these three
tissues. Results from this experiment showed that the SINGs in the germline persisted for
over 72 hours; whereas both muscle and intestine SINGs disappeared within 24 hours after
initial SING formation (Figure 5.1A). Additional studies using the intestinal GFP::Ub
expressing strain showed that ubc-18 is required in the formation of ubiquitin-rich nuclear
bodies during stress. This result indicates that the nuclear bodies seen in the intestine are
similar to the SINGs that form in the reproductive tissue (Figure 5.1B and 5.1C).
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Figure 5.1: Other Tissues Form SINGs
(A) Graph represents the percentage of worms with SINGs at 0, 24, and 48 hour time
points. n = 10 worms. SINGs were present in 10/10 worms for each tissue at time zero.
At 24 and 48 hours, SINGs were still detected in the germline. The intestine had a reduced
number of SINGs present at 24 hours (4/10 worms), and had no SINGs present at 48 hours.
The muscle recovered within 24 hours after stress. (B) Live imaging of GFP::Ub in the
intestine.

In unstressed vector and ubc-18 RNAi GFP::Ub appeared diffuse in the

cytoplasm and the nucleus. Under salt stress, GFP::Ub concentrated into spheres within the
nucleus. Scale bar indicates 10 µm. (C) Quantification of the percentage of GFP::Ub in
spheres as described in B. Statistical significance was calculated by a Two tailed z test:
***, p < 0.001.
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5.2.2 Embryos with SINGs Fail to Hatch
The appearance of SINGs in multiple tissues led us to investigate whole organism
consequences of SING formation by observing changes in lifespan and reproductive
success. Lifespan assays were performed by Mason Riley (Undergraduate) and showed
that lifespan of stressed L4 larvae remained unchanged. This result suggests that exposure
to salt stress prior to adulthood had no noticeable effect on adult lifespan.
Since SINGs appear in both osmotic and oxidative stressed embryos, we wanted to
determine if the reproductive success of an organism was altered by the formation of
SINGs. We performed embryonic lethality assays on unstressed (M9 buffer) and stressed
(500 mM NaCl) embryos expressing GFP:Ub and mCh::H2B. Embryos were extracted
from unstressed and stressed adult worms. Embryos were then checked for the presence
of SINGs, and observed at 48 hours for hatching. Embryos that contained SINGs failed to
hatch (0%), whereas, unstressed and stressed embryos that did not contain SINGs
successfully hatched (100%) (Figure 5.2). Based on the presence of stressed embryos
without SINGs, we performed a separate experiment on ten worms to determine what
percentage of embryos formed SINGs. The small scale study revealed that 22/38 embryos
(58%) of the stressed embryos formed SINGs. The aforementioned results suggest that
salt stress does not perturb the lifespan of the organism but there is a correlation between
the presence of SINGs and reduced reproductive success.
Based on the presence of SINGs in gonadal tissue, we wanted to know whether
oocytes that had SINGs were able to be fertilized. Day 1 adults were exposed to M9 buffer
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or 500 mM NaCl for 60 minutes and then moved to a fresh NGM plate to lay eggs at 0, 6,
12, and 16 hours. The numbers of eggs laid and hatched were recorded at 48 hours. M9
treated worms at each time-point had a higher number of eggs laid and hatched than the
salt stressed group. In the salt stressed treated group, the number of eggs laid increased
over time. This data suggests that some oocytes with SINGs are able to be fertilized (Figure
5.2). The aforementioned results suggest that salt stress does not perturb the lifespan of
the organism but there is a correlation between the presence of SINGs and reduced
reproductive success.
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Figure 5.2: Embryos with SINGs are Unable to Hatch
Hatching rate of embryos that contain SINGs. Embryos were dissected from gravid adults
and then soaked in M9 (unstressed) or 500 mM NaCl (stressed) for one hour. Stressed
embryos were screened under the confocal microscope for the presence of SINGs.
Embryos with SINGs (0/40 embryos) showed a 0% hatch rate versus a 100% hatch rate for
unstressed embryos or stressed embryos without SINGs (40/40 embryos).

5.2.3 ubc-18 Mutant Embryos Survive Cellular Stress
Next, we wanted to address whether embryos that were unable to form SINGs also
experienced embryonic lethality. Wild type and ubc-18 mutant embryos were placed in
either unstressed, salt stress, or oxidative stress conditions and then scored for hatching.
We found that 97% of the unstressed wild type embryos hatched and only 61% of salt
stressed embryos hatched, which is consistent with our previous findings (Figure 5.3). In
comparison to wild type, 86% of unstressed ubc-18 mutant embryos hatched, whereas,
89% of salt stressed ubc-18 mutant embryos hatched (Figure 5.3). This finding suggests
that ubc-18 embryos may have a lower hatching rate than the wild type unstressed but are
more resistant to salt stress. Studies performed by the Fay lab have shown that ubc-18 is
associated with a reduced brood size but did not report the hatching rate (Fay et al., 2003).
Prior to these results, ubc-18 was not found to be associated with increased stress
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resistance. Another interesting finding from this experiment was that ubc-18 mutant
embryos that underwent oxidative stress did not show increased survival as did the salt
stressed embryos (Figure 5.3). This observation could be attributed to other detrimental
effects that may be occurring during oxidative stress aside from SING formation.
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Figure 5.3: Stressed Embryos without SINGs Successfully Hatch
(A) Hatching rate of embryos that contain SINGs. Embryos were dissected from gravid

adults and then soaked in M9 (unstressed) or 500 mM NaCl (stressed) for one hour.
Stressed embryos were screened under the confocal microscope for the presence of
SINGs. Embryos with SINGs (0/40 embryos) showed a 0% hatch rate versus a 100%
hatch rate for unstressed embryos or stressed embryos without SINGs (40/40 embryos).
(B) Quantification of eggs laid and hatched in stressed worms after 6, 12, and 16 hours.
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5.2.4 Embryos with SINGS Fail to Hatch and Complete Cell Division
To understand why embryos were failing to hatch, we decided to test if SINGs
affected cell division during embryogenesis by performing time-lapse microscopy
experiments. We hypothesize that embryos with SINGs are not able to undergo successful
early cell division.

Results from this experiment showed that unstressed embryos

successfully progress through prophase, metaphase, and anaphase within 15 minutes,
which is indicated by the asterisk (Figure 5.4). However, stressed embryos with SINGs
were not able to complete cell division within 15 minutes and appeared to halt during
various stages in the cell cycle (Figure 5.4). Figure 5.4 shows stressed cells that are halted
at prophase, indicated by an asterisk, and metaphase, indicated by the arrow.
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Figure 5.4: Embryos with SINGs Fail to Complete Cell Division
Time-lapse imaging on unstressed and stressed embryos expressing GFP::Ub and
mCh::H2B. Ten embryos from the unstressed and ten embryos from the salt stressed
groups were observed on the confocal microscope with time-lapse imaging for 15 minutes
each. Many cells in each unstressed embryo were able to complete cell division within 5
minutes. Cells in salt stressed embryos showed no progression through the cell division
cycle. The asterisk in the M9 embryo shows a cell that proceeds through prophase,
metaphase, and anaphase of the cell cycle.

The asterisk in the 500 mM NaCl embryo

shows a nucleus that has SINGs and remains in prophase. The arrow shows a nucleus with
SINGs that remains in metaphase throughout the 15 minute observation period. Outlined
cells show an enlarge view of the nuclei with asterisks. Scale bar indicates 10 µm.
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5.3 Discussion
In this study, we examined the downstream consequences of SING formation by
looking at the persistence of SINGs in multiple tissues, cell division, and embryonic
viability in C. elegans. A major finding from this study was that embryos with SINGs
were unable to hatch and complete cell division. Additionally, ubc-18 mutants that were
unable to form SINGs were able to successfully hatch and proceed through cell division.
SINGs were found to form in multiple tissues including muscle, intestine, embryos,
and reproductive tissue. Similar to the reproductive tissue, ubc-18 was also found to be
required to form intestinal SINGs. All three of these tissues formed SINGs at different
times and salt concentrations, but only the muscle and intestine recovered from stress.
SINGs that formed in the reproductive tissue were observed to persist over 24 hours.
These findings suggests that SINGs are a general response to stress.
In C.elegans, exposure to hypertonicity induced protein damage which was found
to initiate the accumulation of glycerol, an organic osmolyte (Huang and Stern, 2004).
These molecules are thought to act as chemical chaperones that aid in refolding proteins
back to their native conformation (Bolen and Baskakov, 2001). Osmolytes are also thought
to aid in protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions (Kedersha et al., 2005). The
hypodermis and the intestine of C. elegans have both been proposed to have a role in
osmoregulation (Huang and Stern, 2004; Lamitina et al., 2006). The fact that SINGs took
longer to form in the muscle and the intestine could be due to evaluated levels of glycerol
in both of these tissues, which may be providing a protective mechanism during stress that
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aids in reduction in SINGs after 24 hours. In addition, oocyte production is constantly
occurring in C. elegans, so when SINGs form the tissue is dispensable compared to the
muscle and intestine. This may be why SINGs persist in oocytes and embryos.
The observation that SINGs were seen to persist in embryos led to the discovery that
stressed embryos with SINGs fail to hatch, and further studies showed that SINGs
correlated with cell cycle arrest. Cell cycle arrest has also been documented to occur in
muscle cells that are located by the kidneys in response to salt stress. This event is thought
to provide a protective mechanism to cells because once they are removed from the stress
cell division resumes (Kültz et al., 1998). Our findings demonstrate that both osmotic and
oxidative stress halt cell division in embryos of C. elegans. This event is only seen in
embryos with SINGs, suggesting that SINGs are directly interfering with cell division.
The finding that the inhibition of SING formation led to an increased hatching rate
during stress may be explained by studies in ubc-18 mutant worms. ubc-18 mutants show
increased longevity and survival under stress caused by dietary restrictions.

This E2

enzyme is known to interact with a HECT E3 ligase WWP-1 to increase longevity by
ubiquitinating substrates involved in regulating increased lifespan induced by dietary
restriction (Carrano et al., 2009). Based on literature, it is possible that SING formation
and the increased hatching rate may be independent activities of ubc-18. A deeper
understanding of the role SINGs play during cell division is needed in order to understand
why cell division is impaired.
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Based on our mass spectrometry results from Table 3, embryonic lethality may be
attributed to ubiquitination of developmental proteins that are necessary for
embryogenesis. Three potentially ubiquitinated proteins from that list include SYP-4,
CDC-42, and POD-2 which are all known to play a role in embryonic development. SYP4 is one of four proteins that aid in constructing the synaptonemal complex. This complex
is known for mediating chromosome repairing and synapsis. If one of these four proteins
is missing, then crossover between chromosomes during prophase I will not take place
(Brockway et al., 2014). Another developmental protein identified from our list is CDC42, which is a Rho GTPase that has been identified in controlling cyclin-D1 levels that are
used in progressing through the cell cycle (Melendez et al., 2011; Perona et al., 1997;
Vanni et al., 2005). CDC-42 also plays a crucial role in determining cell polarity and PAR
protein localization in one-cell embryos in C. elegans (Gotta et al., 2001). POD-2 (polarity
and osmotic sensitivity defect) is an acetyl-CoA carboxylase which is involved in
protecting the eggshell from salt stress and for proper embryonic polarity (Tagawa et al.,
2001). Additional studies would need to be conducted to test whether these three proteins
localize to SINGs under stressed conditions. If either of these three proteins are found to
colocalize with SINGs, this may aid in explaining why stressed embryos are unable to
complete embryogenesis.
In conclusion, our data shows that exposure to environmental stress induces SING
formation in embryos and correlates with cell cycle arrest. Upon the inhibition of SING
formation, stressed embryos are able to successfully progress through the cell cycle. These
results suggests that SINGs are interfering in cell division by either altering gene
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expression or proteolysis during this process. Future studies are required to determine how
cell division is affected by the presence of SINGs. The finding that the cell cycle is
impaired by stress may shed light onto why organisms exposed to environmental stress
experience problems in reproductive capability.
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CHAPTER SIX

SING A NEW SONG ABOUT NUCLEAR
PROTEIN QUALITY CONTROL
6.1 Outcomes and Conclusions
The buildup of misfolded proteins is one of the identifying characteristics of over
45 degenerative diseases in humans (Gallagher et al., 2014). Amongst those diseases,
roughly 15 have shown protein accumulation in the nucleus (Gallagher et al., 2014).
Nuclear quality control pathways for DNA and RNA are well understood. However, less
is known about nuclear PQC mechanisms. The main function of PQC mechanisms is to
maintain the integrity of the proteome by either refolding, degrading, or sequestering
misfolded proteins. Exposure to environmental stress can cause a burden to the cell by
increasing the number of misfolded proteins present. Environmental stress has also been
linked to infertility; however, it is unclear as to how stress exposure leads to this
outcome. Our study was aimed to understand the cellular mechanism of stress response.
Specifically, we wanted to know how the UPS was involved in the stress response in
gonadal cells. To answer this question, we identified key enzymes in SING formation,
putative substrates of these enzymes which localize to SINGs, and determined the
downstream effects of SING formation on reproductive function.
We discovered that environmental stress, such as osmotic and oxidative stress,
induces the rearrangement of both ubiquitin and 26S proteasome into SINGs (Figure
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6.1). These structures were found to be involved in PQC based on the hsf-1 dependent
heat shock result and the rapid appearance of SINGs in aged worms. Based on this,
SINGs appear to occur in response to the accumulation of misfolded proteins. In an
attempt to find SING targets, we found that TIAR-2 is localized to SINGs in stressed
conditions (Figure 6.1). We found that embryonic lethality and cell cycle arrest were
consequences of SING formation in stressed embryos.

SINGs appear to play a

detrimental role to the cell, based on the findings that prevention of SINGs resulted in
normal cell division and successful hatching. SINGs appearance in other tissues suggest
that the formation of SINGs is a general response to protein misfolding.
The findings from this study suggest a novel PQC pathway in the nucleus that
responds to a collapse in proteostasis in the reproductive tissue of C. elegans. Based on
our limitations, we were unable to determine if proteins in SINGs were actively being
degraded. Our mass spectrometry data suggests that some developmental proteins are
targets of SINGs, but further studies are needed to determine if this is true. Proteasome
components were also found in the mass spectrometry data, which suggests that certain
proteasome components are targeted during stress. This finding is consistent with what
is seen the Goldberg study were oxidative stress induced the ubiquitination of certain
proteasome subunits (Besche et al., 2014). These results suggest three possible roles
that SINGs play in PQC during stress. SINGs could be sites of protein degradation,
sequestered proteins, or sequestered proteasomes.
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The finding that SINGs appear under different stressed conditions could be
beneficial to pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies. SINGs could be used as a
bioindicator to screen for pharmaceutical drugs or chemicals that cause germline stress
like ROS production. Example of a chemicals and drugs to test for causing germline
stress include common household products, personal products, cosmetics, NSAIDs
(non-steroidal

anti-inflammatory

drugs),

chemotherapy

drugs,

antipsychotics,

estrogens/androgens, and others. Using SINGs as a bioindicator would be a fast and
inexpensive method to screen through those drugs and products before going into animal
testing, which is expensive and takes longer to screen through drugs. This method could
also be employed to test for products to alleviate germline stress.

For instance,

chemotherapy drugs are known to cause germline stress, which could affect the
reproductive capability of the person. These individuals could be given a drug to
counteract germline stress, which SINGs could aid in screening through preliminary
drugs.
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Figure 6.1: Model for SING Formation
Unstressed cells experience a healthy protein homeostasis. When cells are exposed to
stressors that induce protein misfolding, the ubiquitin system adds K48-linked ubiquitin
chains to the misfolded proteins. The ubiquitinated proteins and proteasomes localize to
SINGs in the nucleus.
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